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ABSTRACT

There have been an enormous number of studies on the subject of The

Term Structure of Interest Rates. Most of the studies are Ín the form of

direct estímations, commonly known as term structure approach. As a

resu'lt, many of the stud'ies are merely trying to marshal evidence to

test r particular term structure theories. To change the direction of

research and to eliminate any foreseeable biases, this thesis attempts to

analyze the theory of term structure indirectìy. That is to study an

issue in which term structure plays an important role. Evidence from the

study ís then interpreted in view of term structure theories.

The demand for financial securities is the integra'l part of the term

structure. The demand for financial securities reflects an investor's

expectations of the future yields. When one yield is expected to be

higher than the other, then demand for that security increases. Con-

¡oi rr:h'l rr ¡n í nrrocf nn m¡rr ro'l êâcê cômê nf f hp I af tpr I i f he hol ds anvl sovv r r qv rJ

that more funds are available to invest in the former. When an inves-

tor(s) begins to readjust the portfolio then the element of arbitrage

occurs, which primarily is responsible for expectations theory results

coming about.

Evidence about portfolio behavior is difficult to obtain from direct

estimation of interest rate structures (the reduced-form approach or the

term structure approach). Therefore other approaches should be investi-

gated. The structure model developed by B.M. Friedman seems to provide a

relevent model for such anaìysis. Expectations theory and the structural
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model ("the optímal marginal adjustment model for portfolio behavior")

are the framework for the analysis. Thus this thesis assumes that inves-

tors form their expectations of yields as specifÍed by expectations

theory. The structura'l model enables one to estímate investors' port-

folio behavior. From the coefficients of the structural model, one can

infer about the expectations theory of the term structure of interest

rates. At the same time, one can analyze the portfoljo behavior of the

different investor categoríes.
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CHAPTER ONE

I NTRODUCTION

In our market oriented economy, price is the engine that drives the

economy to equÍlibrium. All goods (tangible or intangib'le) and services

that are produced in the economy must bear a price. For tangible goods,

their prices are easily comprehensible. Intangíbìe goods, on the other

hand, have prices which are quite complex. Intangible goods such as

fÍnancial securities - bonds, stocks, promissory notes and deposíts have

two sets of prÍces. They are the face value of the intruments and the

carrying costs (interests and dividends). The face values reflect the

nominal wealth (or the principal) of the instruments whereas the carrying

costs reflect the nominal flow of opportunity costs from the lenders'

point of vÍew. These opportunÍty costs (Ínterest) vary between instru-

ments.

The concern Ís not about the dÍfferences in interest rates between

various financial instruments. Instead the concern is more on the

differences in interest rates between financial instruments of equa'l

grade that differ only Ín their term to maturity. For example, ín the

bonds market, "one of the most intrÍguing differences among market

interest rates concerns the relationship among the yields of high-grade

securities that differ onìy in their term to maturity, that is, in the

length of time until the principal amount of the loan becomes due or

payab'le. This relationship is called the "term structure of interest

rates", or more popuìarìy, the shape of the yield curve".1
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There are five theories that attempt to explain the term structure

of interest rates. There are many empirícaì studies on the subject, but

there ís no consensus as to which theory or theories best explains the

term structure. Since much of the literature provides inconclusive

evidence, perhaps it is time to shift the approach in analyzing the term

structure of interest rates. One way is to use an jndirect approach to

test the expectations theory. As mentíoned, the issue of term structure

has been well researched by direct estimation. Thus, to further dÍscuss

and analyze the issue in that way will onìy dup'lÍcate most of the

existing work. Instead one should make full use of the knowledge of the

different theories about term structure to study other related jssues.

In return, evidence from the empiricaì results from the study can be used

to understand the term structure. That is, one can infer from the

empirical results the practicality of a particular term structure theory,

or for that matter, the validity of the theory.

The i ndi rect approach entai I s analyzi ng ' i nvestors' portfo'l í o

behaviour. In thjs approach, one has to assume that expectation is an

important component of term structure. It is also an important factor in

the decisíon makíng of investors.

The important question is, "How do investors formulate their expec-

tations?" Granted there are many ways by which expectations are formu-

lated. In this thesis, I assume that expectation is both extrapolative

and regressive (a concept employed by Modigìiani and Sutch t34l). The

thesis will first focus on the expectations theory, mostly as a tool

representing investors' perceptions about the various yields. Secondly,
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it uses the structural model (developed by B.M. Friedman t12l) to analyze

the portfo'lio behavíour of five Canadian investor categories. Details

about the different ínvestor categorÍes are discussed in Chapter Four.

The objectíve of this ana'lysis is to observe the portfolío behavjour of

these investor categoríes with respect to expected yfe'lds, whether they

(the expected yields) be the expected own yield or the expected alterna-

tive yields. The implícation of the anaìysis is whether the five inves-

tor categories arbitrage, given such informatjon as expected yields

(expected own or alternatíve yields) and increase in wealth.

The specific area the analysis focuses on; (1) the demand for

government (federal ) guaranteed marketab'le securíties, (2) the sensitivi-

ties of demand toward its own yields (elasticity of demand), and (3) the

sensitivitîes of demand toward alternative yields (cross-elasticìty of

denrand), When investors ane insens'itive to own yíeld, the short-run

elasticity of demand for that security wi'11 be low (tnts is inferred by

ínsignìficant coefficient of own yield). By the same token, when inves-

tors are sensitive to own yield, the elasticity of demand will be high.

For risk-neutral investors (or arbitrageurs), the process of portfo'lio

adjustment is usually characterízed by h'igh positive elasticity of demand

with respect to expected own yield, or high negatÍve elasticity with

respect to expected alternative yíelds.

The characteristic of high e'lasticity of demand for risk-neutral

i nvestors i s that these i nvestors have no preference for partîcul ar

fi nanci al securi ti es. So, whenever a securi ty has a rel ati vely hi gher

expected yíeld than the alternatíve securities, they tend to invest in

that security regardless of risk. Thus, when expected own yield is
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relative]y high, the quantity demanded is expected to increase. 0n the

other hand, when investors are rísk averse, they tend not to rush their
ínvestrnent into any security which has relativeìy higher expected yield.

They (risk-averters) in fact treat rÍsk as a cost. This "risk-cost,,has

a negative ímpact on the demand of the securíty. Therefore, the same

securíty may have different expected yieìd according to risk-neutral and

risk-averse investors. Thus their elasticities of demand for the

security are different if one expected yieìd is used. In any event, the

own elasticity, the cross elasticity of demand, and 0ii and 0rrc

(coefficients of lagged own-stock adjustment and lagged alternative stock

adiustrnent) are analyzed together to consider the source of arbítraging

pressure from which the expectations theory results come about.

Any investor category or categories which produce favourabìe empÍri-

cal results are considered arbitrageurs. In the empirical ana'lyses

followed in Chapter Four, one should not expect every investor category

io be t,he source oi arbftraging pressure - for the simpìe reason that the

i nvestment poì i cy and i nsti tuti onal constrai nts vary between the

different investor categories.

To put the di scussion i n perspectíve, the theory of the term

structure of interest rates traces back to the work of Irvíng Fisher

[11]. Hi s proposítion that expectations of future interest rates

influence the term structure becomes the foundation of the expectations

hypothesis. In the 1930's J.R. Hicks t20l hypothesized the 'liquidity

premium theory of the term structure. He based his theory on the

Keynessian notion of normal backwardation in future money markets. He
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argued that in order to compensate the învestor for assuming the uncer-

tainty of price fluctuations, forward rates would normaììy exceed the

expected interest rates by a rísk premium. Since then, there have been

extensive studies of the term structure. These studies have resulted in

the deve'lopment and refinement of many variants to interpret and many

techniques to analyze the term structure. Most of these techníques and

theories are discussed in Chapter Two.

There are five major theories expìaining the term structure of

interest rates. They are the expectations, liquidity-premium, instjtu-

tional (hedging-pressure), preferred-habitat and effícíent market

theories. In most cases, these theories are tested by using a term

structure equation (or approach). The term structure approach "assumes

that not onìy the short-term interest rate but also the determinants of
'long/short spread are exogenous with respect to the actions of partic.i-

pants in the market for ìong-term debt securitíes. It further assumes

that how participants in the market for'long-term securities either

Índividually, or in the aggregate, adjust their actions in that market in

response to any or al'l of the determinants of portfoìio behaviour does

not matter for the final outcome for the long-term interest rates."2

There are several criticisms of the term structure approach. In parti-

cuìar, the second assumption implies that quantities of ìong-term securi-

ties bought or sold in aggregate do not jnfluence the finaì outcome of

the long-term interest rate. This assumption is not compatible with the

term structure. Thus when the approach is applied to test the term

structure, the fu'l'l effect of the market is not considered.
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Among the researchers who fell into the "reduced-form trap" are

MeÍ sel man U.96?) Nal tt e'l (1966 ) and Modi gt i anî and Surch (1966 ) - on

expectations theory; Hícks (2939 ) and Kessel (1965) - on I iquidity

premíum theory. Later, a few researchers have suggested relaxíng the

second assumption by incorporating an exogenous supp'ly of 'long-term

securíties as a further determinant of long/short spread. They did so

within the framework of the familiar unrestricted reduced-form equation

of the term structure approach. These researchers are Feldsteín and

Eckste'in (1970), Fair and Malkiel (1971), and Dobson (1973).

There exists another category of researchers who use structural

models to anaìyze the term structure'of interest rates. The structural

model drops the second of the two assumptions used in the reduced-form

equation. Its (structural model) specifícation resembles the portfo'lio

behaviour of bond market participants. The structural model imposes a

market-clearÍng constraint, equating the sum of the demands to the sum of

-,r^^1., f^- 1n^a +^*m J^t.+ ^^^,,-.i+i^^ +L,¡^ ^--L1 i-^ ,:å l+L^ ^+-,,^¡..-^1JUPPTJ rvr rvilv-usrilr (IEIJL >çr-uf r r,rs>, Lilu> Ëilour til9 tL t LIIU >LtuLLuIct

model) to determíne the equilibrium long-term interest rate (í.e., the

own yi el d) . Thi s approach has been used by Duesenberry ( 1963 ) ,

Hendershott and Lemmon (1971), B. Friedman (1967) and (1979), and by

Christofides, Heìliwell and Lester (1976).3

The "term structure" approach to term structure of interest rates Ís

extensively used ín both the United States and in Canada. However, it
appears to me that a structural model developed by Benjamin M. Friedman

lIzJ has not been adopted to ana'lyze the Canadian case. Aìthough a

structural model per se has been used in Canada, let me point out that

the structural model (n0XZ) used, by Christofides, Helliwell and Lester
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17l i s an extreme'ly compl i cated model . RDX2 may be very capab'l e of

illustratíng portfolio behaviour, provided one can understand it. In any

event, they did not use RDX2 to analyze investors'portfo'lio behaviour.

Instead, they used RDX2 to analyze the impact of Conversion Loan on the

term structure of interest rates. For the purpose of this thesís the

structural model developed by Friedman, B.M. js sufficient to illustrate

investors' portfoìio behaviour.

Chapter Two discusses the existing theories and methods related to

the study of term structure. Five major theories are díscussed; namely

the expectations, ìiquidity-premíum, the institutional (or hedging-pres-

sure), preferred-habitat and efficient market theories. Foìlowing the

discussion of each theory, summary of empirical evidence is presented.

To a certaÌn extent, the methods of empÍricaì research are discussed.

Last but not least, a general comment is given at the end of the chapter

and to reiterate the objective of the thesis.

^l.-^+^q 
Tii6^^ -^^1.i^^+^^ +r^¡ ^rq,.¡r,rq^1 -^,.l^l .t^,,^'t ^^^J k,.vilqPLça rfrrqE rsP¡rL(rLE> Lnu >Lf uuLur(lr llruuçr cr5 ugvsrvPtru 9J

Benjamin M. Friedman. Section 3:L discusses the rationale for the

structural model using different models. The section finishes with the

amalgamation of the long-run desired portfoìio allocation model wíth the

short-run stock adjustment model for a given investor or a group of

investors. The outcome of this is the structural model called the

optimal marginal adjustment model of portfoìio behaviour. Section 3:2

focuses on how the optima'l marginaì adjustrnent model of portfo'lio

behaviour is applied in the Canadian case.

Chapter Four focuses on the estÍmation procedures, data and the

empirica'l results. Section 4:1 illustrates the estimation procedures -



I
including the expansÍon of model (6) and how equatíon (6) can be made

estimable and how the expected yieìds are estimated. Section 4:2 focuses

on the different investment categories and the data used in the empirica'l

analyses. This inc'ludes the discussÍon on the source of data and why

certain data are used. Finaì1y, section 4:3 illustrates the empírica'l

results as estimated by the structural mode'l equation (6) with con-

straints, The estimated results are tested and interpreted.

Chapter Five begins with a general comment pertainíng to the

analyses and the portfoìio management of the institutional investors as a

whole. Then the results obtained wjth Canadian data are compared with

those from the United States. Interpretations of these comparisons

follow. Additional estimations are i1ìustrated, generated wjthout con-

straints. Fol'lowing this are the interpretations of these estimations,

and fína'lly a conclusion and summary.
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CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIIl,l

In the past economists have been studying the term structure of

interest rates by explainíng the shape of the yield curve from one of a

number of theoretica'l constructs. The yieìd curve becomes the most

widely used graphic device in examining the relationshíp between yield

and term to maturíty. The. existence of the yield curve stems from the

basic differences ín the market rates of interest for various types of

debt securities (of similar grade) which differ onìy in their term to

maturity. There are a varÍety of reasons for the differences in the

market rates of interest.4 The major reasons are (1) the credit risk

of the instruments: - the risk of default of the promised interest and

principal payments; Q) the differences in the provisions of various

sorts of bonds: - vrhether they are tax-exempt, whether they can be

converted into eommon stoeks, whether the.v ean be recleemecl at the option

of the company, and so forth; (3) perhaps the most celebrated reason, in

explaining the differences Ìn market rates among the various types, is

the relationship between the yields of various types of debt securities

and their term to maturity. That is the length of tÍme before the

principal amount of the debt becomes due and payab'le. This relationship

Í s cal I ed the term structure of i nterest rates

The term structure ís graphÍcaììy shown by plotting the yields and

the terms to maturity for equivalent grade of securitíes at a point in

time. Generaì1y the yield curve approximates one of four shapes as

illustrated in Figures I to IV. The typicaì yield curve is the ascending
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curve (Figure I). An ascending yield curve is formed when interest rates

are'lowest on short-term securities and they rise at a dimínishing rate

until they leve'l out in the longest maturitíes. Between i930 through to

the middle 1960's, bond yieìds in the UnÍted States have followed this

pattern. In Canada, ascending yield curves were experienced in 1930 to

early 1973. This type of yìeld curve ís usually associated with a period

when relatively low interest rates prevail for both maturity groups.

l,,lhen yie'lds are highest on the shor^t-term securitíes and they

decrease at a diminishÍng rate until they level out in the'longest

maturities, a descending yield curve is formed (Figure II). The descen-

ding yield curve is common during the period when re'lative'ly high

interest rates prevail for both ìong and short-term securities and a'lso

in periods of restrícted credit conditions where short rates tend to rise

more than long rates. These types of yield curves have been experienced

wíth Canadian Government securíties since April L979. In the United

Siaies, ciescenciing yíeid eurves were äiost eoi¡¡irron for higit-g'rade corpoi.ate

bonds between 1906 to 1929 and between late 1960's to early 1970's.

Occasionally, yie'ld curve can be flat (Figure III). A flat curve

occurs when yields on short and'long-term securities are approximately

equaì. The average bond yields in Canada from 1966 to early 1970, and

late 1975 to 1978 can be classified in thÍs category. Although very few

cases had been documented, fl at curves appear most frequentìy when short

and long-term rates have been near or somewhat above the mÍddle of the

range between the historical highs and lows.

Sometimes securities may have yields that rise in the early maturi-

ties, reach a peak, and then decline until they final'ly level out in
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later matuiities. When this occurs a humped curve (Figure IV) is formed.

Humped curves are most frequent during periods where interest rates are

relative'ly high and stable. DurÌng such periods, short-term yie'lds tend

to fluctuate greater than long-term yields. Canada has experienced the

humped curve briefly in late 1978 to ear'ly 1979.

Even though the yieìd curves are depicted in one of the four shapes,

the ascending yield curve is most frequent, as iudged by the historical

patterns. The others are less frequent. Recently, where short-term

interest rates are high, descending curves become nore promínent in both

the United States and Canada. Figure V exhibits the different types of

yield curves pìotted with Canadjan data. When the yieìds of securitíes

are plotted according to their term to maturities at any point in tíme,

the curve produced gives ínvestors an additional djmension in their

decision-making process"

^ 
r rr y ¡r^ Tr rr \/ r rr n ^r tnttr / 

^n 
Tt tT t_rnl, c.I.n¡ ¡nrl lnf IIFILUKIL) LATLAIIVINU INL IIE.LU \,UKVE. tUK INE. ILÁI'I JIT\UI,/IUNL'

As mentioned earlier, the study of the term structure of interest

rates by economists and econometrÍcians basical'ly tries to explain the

shape of the yield curve. The most frequentìy asked questions are (a)

what determines the shape of the yieìd curve and (b) why are short-term

rates of interest sometimes higher and other tímes lower than long-term

yields. There are five conrpeting theories attempting to explain these

phenomena. The expectations, 'l iquidity-premium and the institutional or

hedgÍng-pressure theories are well researched. Perferred-habitat and

effi ci ent market theori es have emerged from recent studi es.
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FIGURE V

YITLD CURVES, GOVTRNMENT OF CANADA BONDS1
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1 The yield curves were drawn using the month-end observation for various
matuiities of Government of Canada bonds'

Source: Economic Review, Department of Finance'
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Although the later theories appear to be an extension of the former, they

do explain to some degree the shape of yield curves.

THE EXPECTATION THEORY

This theory Ís sometimes referred to as the pure or unbiased expec-

tatíons theory. The theory traces back to the work of Irving Fisher

i111. It was developed by F.A. Lutz and polished by J.R. Hjcks [20].

The foundation of the theory implies a formal relationship between'long

and short-term rates of interest. The relationship is such that long

rate is an average of current and expected forward short-term rates. In

mathematical form, at equilibrium, the theory is exp'lained using the

expected forward short-term rates of interest as expressed by equa-

tion(1).

11+1R¡)N = (1+1R1) (t+r*rR1) "'(1+a**-rRt)
(1)

!^lhere: t,Ri.¡ = aetual rate of ínterest at time t. on an N period
bon d;

tRl = actua'l rate of interest on a 1 period bond;

t+1 Rl

t+2Rl

- = are expected market rate of interest at t+l,
- t+2, t+N-l.

t+ru- 1 
Rl

Accordíng to equation(1), at equììibrium, investors will have no incen-

tive to move from one security to another. The determination and the

i mportance of an equi'l i bri um rate s'tructure can be made cl ear f rom the
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followíng examp'les. First of al'l , let us assume that there are onìy two

types of securities (one-year bonds and two-year bonds). The expected

returns on these bonds differ. Suppose that the coupon rate for one and

two-year bonds are 7 and I per cent respective'ly and the future short-

rate is expected to be B per cent next year. Under these circumstances,

i nvestors woul d tend to buy two-year bonds and sel 1 thei r one-year

bonds.5 Thi s process wil I conti nue until any expected returns

differential over the two investment periods is eliminated.6 That is,

the expected return on two-year bonds and the expected return on one-year

bonds are equal over the same investment period(s); or the two alterna-

tjves must offer the same overall yieìd. Thus one can infer that the

'long-rate must be an average of present and future short-term rates of

i nterest.

The determination of the equ'ilibrium rates can be shown as follows:-
r-r1--^ i.^ L^-l^ --l +L^ñ -^.iñ.r^ê+-I1 an 'l nvgSf,Of l nVgStS One OU l lclf' l ll ur¡e-Jecrr uullus orlu Lr¡çrr r s r ¡rYsr t,J

the proceeds (1+Xn1) at maturity in another one-yer bond next year'

his/her total capital will increase to (l+xR1) (t+1+1R1) at

the end of the two year period. 0n the other hand, if he/she invests the

dollar in a two-year bond (and leaves all interest to be reinvested until

final maturity date), his/her total proceeds at maturity will be

( t+¡n2 )Z . Therefore, ôt equi ì i bi rum rates, the total proceeds

between the two investment schemes should be identical, i.ê.,

( 1+¡R2 )Z = ( 1+¿R1 ) ( 1+¡¡1Rt )

(2)
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From equation(2), two-year rates can be expressed as a geometric average

of current (1 year) short-term rate and expected future short-rate (for

next year),

11+¡R2) = (1+¡R1) (t+r*tR1)I/2
(3)

Simi'larly, the long-term rate for a N-period bond can be expressed as a

geometric average of a whole series of expected future short-rates.

11+¡R¡) = (1+¡n1) (1+¡11R1) (l+t+zRt) ... (1+¡+ *-tR1)1/N
(4)

Thus advocates of expectations theory submit that based on the expressíon

of equation(4), term structure can be expìained effectively. From which

Iequation(4)], they draw the fo'l'lowing scenarios. They insist that a

decending yield curve is formed when short-rates are expected to be lower

Ín the future. Thís means long-rate wíll be below the current short-

rate. Conversely, if future short-rates are expected to be higher, then

ìong-rate will exceed the current short-rate; thus an ascending yield

curve ís formed. The proponents profess that the theory can even encom-

pass the humped yie'ld curve. They argue that when future short-rate

rises first and then fall later to much lower levels, a humped yield

curve is produced.

Before going into the testÍng of expectations theory, one has to

bear in mind the assumptions underìying the theory. Although some of the

assumptions are unrealistic, they do simpìify the theory. The basic

assumptions are (1) there are no transaction costs and all investors make

ídentical forecasts of future interest rates; (2) ínvestors are
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risk-neutral and profit maximizers. Each investor will choose that

security or combination of securities which will maxjmíze his/her return

for the period of the investment.

EMPIRICAL TESTS OF THE EXPECTATIONS THEORY

Earìy empirical ana'lysis of the expectatíon theory was confined to

the observations of the relationship between the future short-term rates

ímplied by the yield curve at a given tjme and the short-term rates that

were actually observed. In short, anaìysts were looking for evidence of

accurate forecasts to support the theory. In most cases future

short-term rates were regressed on observed actual short-term rates (as

expressed by equation[5]). Such empirical anaìysÍs assumes perfect

certai nty.

t+1Fl , t=t+1Rl+ut+l
,r\\c,

l^Ihere:

ñ-t+IKl -

ut+L =

the independent variab'le which is the
observed actual short-term rates

1+1Fl , t =

the random disturbance term (normal
statistical assumptions)

The dependent variable which is the
forward rated cal cul aled from market
yi e'lds duri ng time t. /

Early hypothesis tests using methods similar to equatÍon (6) did not

produce evidence to support the expectations theory. For exampìe, B.l'1.

Hickman [19], tested the hypothes'is by comparing the actual short-rates

with those Ímplied by the term structure during the period of 1935-42.
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He concl uded that the random error (ut+l ) swamped any supposed

correspondence. Similar tests were performed by Macaulay [1938], I,la'lker

and Culbertson [1957]. Their findíngs rejected the expectations theory.

ERROR-LEARNING MODEL

The theory finally found support from D. Meiselman's t33l error-

ìearning model. First he argued that the prevíous tests could not be

used to reject the expecta.tions theory because the antjcjpated and the

actual-yie'lds wou'ld never be equaì except jn a world of perfect certain-

ty. Therefore, the test of expectations theory should not look for

evjdence of accurate forecasting. Instead, one should test a systematic

hypothesis concerning the formation of expectations.

Meiselman argued that investors should revise their forecasts of future

ínterest rates on the basis of new informatíon. Suppose investors expect

next year's one-year rate (¡+1Rt ) and the subsequent year's

^ñ^ r,^ãF n*Fa I . . ^D. ì +n ha q, nor^cant ¡nd Q nor ccnt rpcnect-i ve] vvlts-Jsql I qþç \t+zr\l t vv " r* ' Y-'

as of tÍme t. If after one year the actual one-year rate turns out to be

6 percent (2 per cent below the anticipated I per cent), then according

to the error-learnÍng approach, investors respond to their error by

I oweri ng thei r forecasts of sti I I unreal i zed forward rates ( ¡+1Rt

,..., X+¡,¡-1R1). In genera'l , the whole series of expected future

shortterm rates (¡+2Rt,t+l, ... rf+frl-1R1,t+l) are adiusted

downward in response to the error made in forecasting the present

one-year rate. Similar'ly, future expected short-term rates are aiusted

upwards if actual rates turn out to be higher than had been anticipated.

Thus, the whole structure of rates could rise or decline depending on the

direction of forecasting errors.
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The fundamental requirement of the error-learning model, when

app'lied to forward short-term rates in the term structure, is that the

impìicit short-term rates change on the basis of errors made in forecas-

ting the current short-term rate. The hypothesis may be wrÍtten as

fol I ows:

t+NRl,f - X+¡Rl,t-L = F(¡R1,t - tRl,t-l),N=1,...,n,... 
(6)

or

t+NRl,t = g(Et)

(7)

Where
t+NRl,t = the difference between the forward rates on successive

dates.
E¡ = the forecasti ng error

By assuming 'linearity in the functional relationshÍp of equation(8),

MeÍselman estimated the equation:

t+NRl,t = â + bEt = ut

(8)

Usïng Durand basís corporate bond yield data from 1901 to 1954 in the

regression analysis, Meiselman concluded that a significant part of the

movements of forward rates were expìaìned by error în the prediction of

the current one-year rate. As his findings suggested, the explanatory

power of equation(8) tends to decrease with the increase in time-period.

He argued that the decrease in explanatory power is because investors are

more inc'lined to adjust specific forecasts for rates in the immediate

future. They are less ìikeìy to atternpt seriousìy to forecast short-

rates in the distant future. In addition, the constant term a was not
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significantìy different from zero. Thus, he concluded that the liquid-
ity-premium does not exist. The test, in fact, was consistant with the

expectations theory. Therefore, expectations theory suppl emented by

error-ìearning mechanism provides a complete descríption of the term

s truc tu re .

However, Meiselman's findings díd not emerge unchallenged, especi-

aìly in his treatment about the constant term (a). Later studÍes found

that the constant term in the regression was positive and sígnificantly

differs from zero.8 The insignificant positive constant term in
Meise'lrnan's interpretation was pointed out by John H. Wood t461. l^/ood

argued that because the Durand bond yield data were biased and overstated

the actual rates, these had contrÍbuted to the insignificant positíve

constant terms. Researchers usí ng di fferent data were abl e to

demonstrate the significance of the constant term, thus supporting the

notion of I iquidity-premium theory.

EXTRAPOLATIVE-RIGRESSIVE EXPECTATIONS

The expectation theory was further tested by many researchers, in

particular by Modigliani and Sutch [34]. The model used by Modig'liani

and Sutch was originated by F. Deleeuw. The mode'l entertains how expec-

tations might be formed ín the market and whether the shapes of actua'l

yieìd curves over time were consistently related to these artificialìy
generated expectations in the manner suggested by the theory. According

to the model, investors formulate their expectations of future interest

rates on the basis of historical experiences. Technically, investors'

expectations of future interest rates consist of two parts. First,
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investors expect future interest rates to lean toward a normal'level of

rates that can be estímated on the basis of past experience. For

examp'le, when current rates are substantíally lower than the normal

level, investors expect future rates to ríse. Converse'ly, when current

rates are above the normal level, future rates will be expected to fall.
Second'ly, an increase in rates over the immediate past may lead investors

to expect a further rise. Using the hypothesized forecasting techniques

of investors and assuming the expectation theory held, Modig'liani and

Sutch were able to explain interest-rate differentials between ìong and

short rates in the market for U.S. Government securities. They found

that the shape of the yie'ld curve had been systematically related to

those constructed expectations in precíse'ly the manner suggested by the

theory. Thus, their work can be ínterpreted as offering support fár the

expectations theory.

There are several criticisms directed at the expectations theory.

For other theorists of term structure, they agree that expectation is an

important aspect of term structure. However it (expectations theory)

alone can not explain the term structure efficiently. Críticism is also

dÍrected at the naive expension of the perfect-certainty variant of the

theory to a world of uncertainty. In a world of uncertainty short-term

securities are more desirable than long-term securities because the

former are more liquid and stable. This leads to the development of the

ìiquÍdity-premium theory. Expectations and liquidity may be considered

as factors influencing the term structure, but there are other factors

which warrant some attentíon. There are the institutional and efficíent

market factors. The ìogÍc underìying each factor wiìl be discussed
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í ndi ví dual ly.

THE LIQUiDITY PREFERENCE THIORY

In a world of perfect certaínty, forward rates wou'ld be the exact

forecast of future short-term rates. However, J.R. Hicks argued that the

long-term rate would tend to exceed the va1ue impìied by the average of

expected future rates by a ìiquidÍty or a risk premium. This premium

would arise because, when future rates are not known with certainty, the

actual short-term yield of long-term securities is uncertain; and given

risk aversions, the holders of ìong-term securities would require compen-

sation for bearing the uncertainty. If the market is dominated by risk

averters and filled with uncertaínty, then short-term securities are more

desirable than 'long-term securities. Short-term securÍties are preferred

because they are more liquíd and their prices do not fluctuate as much as

ìohg-ierm securiiies. i^íhen ihere is an unexpeeied ehange in the ìeveì of

rates, 'long-term securitíes can be expected to have greater potentiaì

prÍce volatilíty than short-term securities, "... for a given change in

yíelds, the fluctuations in market price wi1ì be greater the ìonger the

term to maturity."g Therefore, long-term investors stand to have

greater potentiaì loss than short-term investors. Thus, I iquidity-pre-

mium theorists argue that in order to attract ìong-term investors,
'long-term securities ought to offer a higher return than short-term

securities by the amount of risk premium. If.such premiums are not

offered to potenti al 1 ong- term í nvestors , those i nvestors wi I I
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prefer to hold short-term securities to minjmíze the variability of the

money value of their portfolíos. A study by R.A. Kessel l24l found that

short-term government securíties have averaged less than 'long-term yieìds

by more than the difference in transaction costs plus any differential

attributabl e to expectations. Simil arly, the yie'l d curve for U.S.

corporate securities since the Civil War has been decidedìy positive.

These suggest that risk premium for long-term securities does exist.

0n the other hand, borrowers prefer to borrow at long-term to assure

themselves that funds are availab]e. Thís creates an imbalance in the

market for different securities. Thus, for borrowers to induce specu-

I ators to hol d 1 ong- term securi ti es, a I i qui di ty premi um has to be

offered.

When the two sides of the market are consjdered, if interest rates

remaÍn unchanged, one would expect to see an ascending yield curve. This

has been consistent wíth historical evidence. In the present century, on

the average , I ong- term yi e'l ds have exceeded short- term yi eì cis.

Converseìy, a descendi ng yi e1 d curve i s concei vabl e when future

short-rates are lower than current short rates by the amount exceeding

thei r respecti ve I i qui di ty premi um.

Conceptua'11y, the liquidity premium is typicaìly

amount that is to be added to the expected future rates.

the relationships are expressed in equation(10):

( 1+1R2 )z = (1+tRl ) ( l+1+lR1+12 )

expressed as an

At equil ibrium,

(e)

where L2 is the ìiquidìty premium for two-year security. If L2 is
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second year pl us the 1 í quí di ty-premi um (12 ) ( ¡+1R1+12 )

greater than the one-year rate (¡R1). By extendíng equation(9)

years, the liquidity model can be written as:

(1+¡n¡ \ = (1+tRt) (1+¡+iRt+Lz)...(1+x+¡-1R1+Ln)1/N
(10 )

If LN>LN-1> ...>L2, then it ímplies that the yield curve is

always positívely sloped, even when no changes Ín rates are antÍcipated.

In additíon, the'longer the term to maturity, the greater ís the risk

premi um.

EXPIRICAL TESTS OF THE LIQUIDiTY-PREFERTNCE THIORY

The foì'lowing are empirical studies on the liquidity premium and

examinations of their variability over time. Two indirect methods of

estimating the size of liquídity premiums have been empìoyed. The method

used by Kessel l24l is one that estimates the premiums by taking the

average differences between the future short-term rates imp'lied by the

current yieìd curve and the subsequent short rates actually observed.

Cagan [4] used a different method of inferring the existence of liquidity

premiums. He measured the average holding-period returns that could be

earned from securities of different terms to maturities over some specí-

fíc investment periods.

In Kessel's case, he estimated the premium by taking the average

differences between the future short-term rates estimated by equation

tF.ll ( in footnote 7) and the subsequent short-term rates actual 1y

observed. If the future rates calculated from the rate structure exceed

24

the

is

toN
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subsequent actual short-term rates on average then the former inc'ludes

líquidity premÍums. The results of Kessel's study show imp'lied forecasts

have consistently overstated realized rates. Therefore, the evidence is

consístent wíth the liquidity-premium theory. He argued that if there

are expectation errors (as advocated by Meiselman) over a long períod of

time, these expectation errors ought to cancel out.

Findings from Cagan t4l are more intriguing. Using data from U.S.

Government securíties during 1951-1965, he found that the holding-period

returns (íncluding transaction costs) tend to rise with the maturíty of

the securi ty. He observed that " the yi e'l ds of U . S . and mun'i ci pal

securitíes, plotted by maturity have an upward slope which appears not to

reflect differences in transaction cost or expectations. The slope

represents a lower pecuníary yield on shorter-term securities, apparently

due to the greater stabiìity of their market Prices."10 In any

event, he argued that the overal'l upward slope of those curves can be

interpreted as evidence of liquidity premium.

Although studies jndicate that the ìiquidity premium increased with

the term to maturíty, it (ìíquidity-premium) also varies directly with

the level of interest rates. l,.lhen rates are unusually high, liqu'idity

premiums are small. Converseìy, when rates are unusually beloh' average'

'lÍquidity premiums are large. The willingness of investors to accept

smal I 'l i qui di ty-premi um when i nterest rates are hi gh impl i es that they

(investors) expect the interest rates to come down and vice versa. This

merely suggests that expectation does play a role in explaining the term

structure of interest rates.
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THE INSTITUTIONAL OR HEDGiNG-PRTSSURE THEORY

The institutionalist's víev¡ on the term structure has been advanced

by severaì economists, particularly by J. Culbertson [8]. The view has

been challenged by many market practitioners having considerable creden-

tíal s. This notwithstanding, institutional Ísts be'l íeve that all inves-

tors do not behave in the way perceived by the expectations theorists.

I nsti tutj onal i nvestors such as I í fe i nsurance compani es, pensi on funds,

and retÍrement plans have different preferences and needs guided by the

nature of their business. Theír needs and preferences are djfferent from

other investors in the financíal market. A I ife insurance company

seìling annuity contracts prefers long-term securities to hedge against

the risk of ínterest-rate fluctuatíons. Hedging consists of matching

I Íabilities wíth assets. Thís Ís because an annuity contract, in

essence, guarantees to the annuitant a specified earning over a long

period. By investíng long-term, the insurance company is guaranteed a

stream of i ncome payments regard'less of what happens to f nt.erest raies

over the life of the contract. Similarìy, pension funds and retirement

p'lans share the same behaviour. They are concerned wíth guaranteeíng

themselves certainty of incomes rather than certainty of principa'l over

the long-run. Their concerns lead them to prefer long-term rather than

short-term securities. From the borrowers' and bond issuers' poínt of

view, they tend to tailor the maturity of thejr offerÍng to the type of

asset to be financed, or the ìength of time over which they required the

funds.

Therefore, institutionalísts argue that different groups of inves-

tors/borrowers have different maturìty needs which lead them to confine
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their security purchases/issues to restricted segments of the maturity

spectrum. ExpectatÍons and 1 iquídity are important considerations of

term structure, one shou'l d not i gnore the i nsti tuti ona'l f orce. S j nce

institutions are the dominant force Ín the financial market and are not

likely to shift from one segment of the market to the other, in response

to rate differentials, these undoubtably have an impact on the term

structure. In short, the demand and supply of securities by institutjons

can affect the term structure. For exampìe, an exogenous change in the

relative supply of securities (ìong or short) will alter the shape of the

yieìd curve provided that short and ìong-term securities are imperfect

substitutes. To be exact, if quantity demanded for long-term securíties

is greater than the relative suppìy, ìong-term yield decreases higher

demand bids up the príce of 'long-term securíties. When ìarge quantities

of ìong-term securities are offered, ìong-term rates will rise relative

to short-term rates and vice versa. Thus, one can deduce from the above

.¡:^-,.^^;^6 +tâ^+ +1,.^ m¡+',ni'l-rr ¡nmnncì'linn nf f ho rloht nl âìre â nanf r^¡l rnlOul>Lu>>lull Lllqu ullg lfl(ru(lf lt,J gvlrrPvJr ervr¡ vr u¡tu uLe

in the term structure. This exp'laíns why most empirical works on the

instítutíonal theory focus on maturity compositions. Good examp'les of

such works are the study of "the Operation Twist"l1 in the United

States and "the Conversíon Loan"12 in Canada.

EMPIRICAL TESTS OF INSTITUTIONAL THEORY

Empirical analysís on the effectiveness of these operations has

produced substantial evidence favouring the ínstitutíonalists' víew.

Distinguished economísts, who anaìyze the effect of the Conversion Loan,

have come up with different conclusions. Some conclude that Conversion
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Loan has affected 'long-term interest rates. Others who have studied on

the same matter have produced contradictory results. Thus, evidence

produced cast some doubt on the effect of the maturity composition of

debt on the term structure.

Other researchers who have tested thís theory are Wal'lace, N. t44l

and Modi g'li an'i and Sutch [34&35]. They tested the ef fect of supp'ly

changes on the term structure. In both cases, they found that exogenous

changes in the relative lupply of debt securities had a negìigibìe

influence on the spread between ìong and short rates.

PREFERRED-HABITAT THEORY

Thi s theory embodi es some e'l ement of the 'l i qui di ty theory and the

institutional theory. It hypothesízes that the actua'l yield of a

n-period security may differ from the value predicted by the simpìe

expectations theory by a n-period risk premium. The n-period risk

nremium need not be a monotonic functíon of lenqth to maturity and may be
r' -_ _ -'

positive or negative. The premíum arises from a possib'le imbalance

between the supply and the demand of funds by I enders and borrowers

respecti ve'ly; especí al ìy when the market consi sts of I enders and

borrowers with different preferred habitats. If n-period habitat bor-

rowers exceed lenders, borrowers will be required to offer a premium over

and above the expected return from a sequence of one period securities.

Conversely, borrowers wilì be required to offer a discount if n-period

lenders exceed borrowers. The discount and premium offered are expected

to vary from one maturity to the other ín the extreme form of preferred-
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habítat. That ís, nearby maturities may not be expected as close sub-

stitutes for both 'lenders and borrowers. Advocates of the theory argue

that a smooth yield curve can be explained by the substitutabilÍty of

nearby maturities for both 'lenders and borrowers.

EMPIRICAL TESTS OF PREFERRED-HABITAT THEORY

Empi rica'l analyses were done by Modig'liani and Sutch [35] and J .S.

McCal'lum l?gJ with regard to preferred habitat. In Modiglianí and

Sutch's model, they treated long-term rate (Lg) as dependent on current

and past short-term rates (S¡, St-l, St-z, . . . 'St-N-l
respecti vely) and a ri sk premi um ( F¡) . The rí sk premi um ( F¡) was

dropped after the first estimation because it t.ras considered statisti-

ca]ly insignificant, This could lead one to reject the liquidity premium

theory. Later estimati on13 (wi thout Ft) yi el ded I i tt'l e support for

preferred habitat theory. This has by no means invalidated the impor-

tance of the theory. The reason for the inconc'lusive results was that

the approach encountered numerous econometric difficulties.

Later, J.S. l'lcCallum tested the expectations, liquidity-premium, and

the preferred habÍtat theories using Canadian government securities. Hís

study'looked at the risk pattern for a three-month holding period of

various securities maturÍng wíthín three months to twenty years. He

found that the ri sk (measured as the standard deviation and the

geta)14 increases wíth maturíty of the securities held. While the

expected return for short-term securities (three months to three years)

rises with maturity, expected return for long-term securities (over three

years) decreases with maturity. Since the expected return is neÍther
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horizontal nor ascending, expectations and I iqu'idity-premíum theory

cannot be supported by the resu'lts. Instead, evidence points to a market

with distinct short and long horízon partícípants; a market described by

the preferred-habitat theory.

EFFICITNT Ì'IARKET THTORY

The pívot of the efficient market theory is that current interest

rates fu'l'ly ref'lect all available informatíon. It also means that in an

efficíent-market, prices of securities adjust very rapidly to new infor-

mation. So, when the market is efficient, interest rates and security

prices perform a random walk. Under these circumstances, proponents of

the theory argue that investors'expectations of interest rates could not

contain both regressive and extrapolative elements. Thus suggesting that

future interest rates depend on ava'ilability of information at any gÍven

point in time. It further implíes that term structure of interest rates

can change quite rapid'ly. Therefore it does not follow a normal trend.
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researchers. First of a'l'l, the definition of the term "fully reflect" is

rather ambiguous; especially in modelling. The term used in this context

is so general that it has no empirically testable Ìmplications. Second,

there is the question pertaining to the strength (strength referring to

the reliability and the time) of available information. For example,

when available information is weak, prices and interest rates may not

reflect it fu'lly or více versa. However researchers such as Marshal'l

Blume, Eugene F. Fama, Maurice G. Kendall, M.F.M.0sborne and many others

have devised íngenious methods of testing the efficient market model.
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Theír work can be dívided into three categories depending on the nature

of the í nformati on subset of Í nterest. The categori es are cal'l ed

strong-form, semí-strong-form and weak-form-test. Strong-form tests are

concerned wíth whether Índividual Ínvestors or groups have monopo'listíc

access to any information relevent to price formation. In semí-strong-

form-tests, the information subset of interest inc'ludes all obvíousìy

publicly available ínformation. In the weak-form tests the information

subset is iust the hÍstorical prices and returns sequence.

The empiríca1 resultS of all these different tests support the

efficíent market theory. The following are a few quotes from E.F. Fama's

artícle [1970] "weak-form-test of the efficient market are the most

voluminous and it seems fair to say that the results are strong'ly in

support Semi-strong-form-tests, in which prÍces are assumed to fu1ly

reflect all obvious'ly pubìicìy available information, have also supported

the efficient market theory ... The strong-form-test, in which prices are

assumed to fully reflect all available information, are probably best

rríaurad ¡c r hannhm¡nl¿ ¡n:inc'Þ urhìch rlarrirlínnc fr"nm m¡r.l¿o.È affr'niêna\r¡.ânqìrq ¡ rrJ e rrrr I

be judged."15 In short, evidence supportíng the efficient market

theory is extensÍve and contradictory evidence is sparse.

SUMMARY AND COMMENTS

Five theories have been discussed so far in terms of their abiìity

to explaín the shape of the yieìd curve. The expectatíons theory argues

that the term structure of interest rates can be ful'ly explained by the

market's anticipations regarding future interest rates. The liquídíty-

premíum theory argues that short-term securitÍes are more I íquíd and
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premium theory argues that short-term securities are more líquid and

stable, so in order to attract long-term investors, a yield premium must

be offered in longer-term securitíes. The institutíona'l or hedging-

pressure theory suggests that expectatíons and 'liquidity are important

factors influencing the term structure of ínterest rates. They (expecta-

tions and 1Íquidity) also influence ínvestors' behaviour, partícularly

for rÍsk-averse investors with fairly short horizons. However, for

investors with long-term obligations such as ínsurance companies, pensíon

fund and retirement plans, their preference would be in long-term securi-

tíes which guarantee certainty of income payments over a long period.

These, institutional i sts argue, shoul d have an effect on the term

structure of interest rates.

The preferred-habitat and efficient market theories provide a

different view. For the preferred-habitat theory, it suggests that there

is more than one factor influencing the term structure at any given point

in time. The factors that deem important are ì iquidity-premium and

hedgíng-pressure. It suggests that 'liquidity-premium need not be a mono-

tonic function of length to maturity. It (premium) can arise from the

Í nbal ance between the supply and demand of funds by I enders and borrowers

respectively. This premium is expected to vary from one maturity to the

other. In the extreme form of preferred habítat, nearby maturitÍes may

not be expected as close substitutes. 0n the other hand, efficient

market suggests investors' participatíon in the market full.y reflect all

avai I abl e i nformati on whi ch affects the í nstrument val uati on. Thi s

impìies that market prices of securities adiust very rapid'ly to new

information. The rapid adjustment of príces in turn reflex the yields of
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securitíes. Thus according to the efficient market theory, the term

structure of interest rates (or the yield curve) do not follow a normal

trend.

Empiricaì studìes have provided consíderable evídence poíntÍng to

the ímportance of expectations. The difficu'lty líes in the determination

of expectation by investors. Studies on liquidity-premium theory focus

on measurÌng the síze of the premíums over time. These studíes suggest

that there is a positíve relationship between risk-premiums and term to

maturity of securities. Evidence supporting the institutional or

hedging-pressure theory is sparse. Empirical tests of the theory examine

the effect of the maturity composition of the outstanding debt on the

term structure of interest rates. Evidence based on the preferred-habi-

tat theory points to a market with distinct short and long horÍzon parti-

cipants. EffÍcient market theory is supported by extensive evidence

provided from different simulation tests. The tests, regardless of the

strength of available information, provide positive evidence. In any

event, the theories so far have provÍded d'ifferent ways to expìain the

term structure of interest rates. Advocates of each theory are able to

marshalì strong empirical evidence to support their theory. This may lead

one to víew these theories as competitive to one another, but one should

view them as complementary.

Thus far, most of the tests on the term structure of interest rates

are done with sing'le term structure equation. Very few analyses have

been done with a structural model. A structural approach, in aìì cases,

offers a more complex and complete expìanation of the term structure of

interest rates. At the same tíme, it (the structural approach) offers a
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better understanding of the theory and of how the theory's results come

about. For the purpose of the thesís, the structural approach developed

by Benjamin M. Friedman is adopted to ana'lyze the expectations theory.
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CHAPTER THREE

STRUCTURAL MODEL: THE OPTIMAL MARGINAL ADJUSTMENT

MODEL OF PORTFOLIO BEHAVIOUR.

The model, as índicated earlíer, was initÍa'lly developed and used by

Benjamin M. Fríedman with United States' data. The essence of the model

focuses on the behaviour of investors, particularly on how jnvestors

adjust theír portfolío under certaín circumstances. Portfolio adiustment

would be easy and quite simple if we were 1íving in a world with

certainty and where transaction costs are trivjal; and where there are

limited choices of securities. Unfortunately, we live in a world of

uncertainty; transactions costs are nontrivial and the range of securi-

ties are virtually unlimited. Under these circumstances' the portfolio

adjustment process becomes extreme'ly compìex. Investors not only have to

adjust their portfolio such that it will be optimaì, but they also have

to minimíze their transactÍon costs and allocate new wealth. The

structural model, developed by Friedman, is designed to represent the

comp'lex portfolio adjustment process. The model combÍnes the adjustment

process with the selection process (the expanded version is illustrated

by equation(6) ) in such a \^ray that the model approximates investors'

portfoì ío behaviour.

In Section 3:1-, I will replicate some of the basic framework in the

portfolio selectÍon model as well as the portfolio adiustment model. The

two models are combined to form the optimal marginal adjustment model of

portfoìio behaviour. Sectíon 3:2 briefly discusses the adoption of the

model to the Canadian case.
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3:1 PORTFOLI0 SELECTI0N

According to Friedman, the 'long-run homogeneous assets demand

function (or the model for the selection of desired portfolio allocation)

for a given investor or group of investors can be written as:

*
Ait =

H¡

Nz fiu"ut
M/

K

+

l^l¡

h

+Å?i':\lildins 
or

= the wealth of the investor (or the total port-
folio size) at time períod t;

= the expected holding-period yield on the kth
asset at time Period t;

= the value at time period, t, of additional
variables which influence the portfoìio allo-
cation.

*
Where A1¡, i=1,...,N, = I.L

he investor's desired equi
he ith asset at time t. (

Fkt, k=l,...rN

X¡¡,h=l, ' -. ,M

4(i,i=1, . . . ,N = the stochastic di sturbance term'

r!.¡ -^,{¡ì l1 ì nnctrr'! atcq that- oiven weal th constrai nt, thg
lllE lllvusl t¿, J-----

í nvestor's desi red equi'l ibríum hoì di ng of the ith asset at time t'

depends on the expected holding-period yieìd on the kth asset at time (t)

and on other non-yie'ld variab'les which also influence the portfolio alìo-

catÍon. The model (1) is extremeìy restrictive' For example' by

ímposing the wealth homogeneity constraint, one attributes the shift in

any asset share in the desired equi'librium portfoìio to the movements

either of the relevant yíeìd (r¡) or of other variables (X¡) ' rather

than to the overal'l growth of total portfoìio itseìf' The constraint

al so irnpl ies than an increase in any singìe reaì asset (Í ) must be

financed by a decrease in other financial assets' This in essence
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in the allocative

renders the fixed

f/
coef f icíents [3 tf and ftf., in equation (1) to sati sfy the

f o'lì owi ng properti es;

that Z. /1rk = 0 for aìl k, ¿ (n = 0 for all h'

The anaìytical roìe of the expected hoìding period yeìld variables

(rkt, k=l,...N) is quite obvious, but the estimation of rkt may

be compìicated. The estimation of rkt will be discussed in chapter

Four. In thís long-run linear homogeneous asset demand function, the

general presumption is that ínvestor's demand for any asset responds

positiveìy to the own yield of the asset t l3¡U ) 0, k=i) and nega-

tively to the yields on alternative assets ( P¡U 4 0, k/i). In other

words, Pr* ) 0, k=i is the sìope of the demand curve wjth respect to

Fk, normal ized by weal th level. When lt¡y- ) 0, k=i, it impì íes

that as the yield of i (own-yield) increases the demand for asset i

i ncreases. converseìy, denand foi' asset i dec¡^eases 
"then 

ei t-her^ the own-

yield decreases more than alternative yieìds, oF a'lternative yields

íncreases more than own-yieìd. This occurance is implíed by the slope of

demand coefficient P* ( 0, k/i. The model (l) presumes

there is an equal rise in the yields of all assets, this

affect the demand for the assets.

However, "because of di ffering portfol io objectíves in

return and risk, differing effective transactíons cost, and

institutionaì and reguìatory constraints, the group of assets whích com-

pete for a place in the collective portfoìio of any investor or group of

investors need not coincide with the entire menu or assets available in

that

shoul d

when

not

terms of

di fferi ng
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the economy. " 17 Therefore, the portfol i o sel ecti on equati ons for

different investor categories do not necessarily ínclude identical groups

of yield variables. In fact, one has to predetermine the potentíal sub-

stÍtutabilities of asset (within a portfoìio). The assets which are

potential substÍtutes are included in the portfo'lío selectíon equations

in each case. Thus, in Chapter Four, one could expect to find dìfferent

yield variables for different investor categoríes. This is because, all

investors do not share the same preference. They have different needs,

wants, and preferences as to which asset to invest.

In addition, there are other non-yíeld variables (X¡, h=1,...,m)

which influence investors' choíce of assets for their desired equilibríum

portfol i o al I ocati on. The vari abl es ( non-y'ie'l d vari abl es) are proxi es

representing investors' perceptions of return and risk over the relevant

hoìding period, of anticipated volati'lity of nominal returns, and of

anticipated price inflatíon. These variabìes, like the yield-variables,

exert di fferent i nfl uences on di fferent i nvestor categori es. Therefore,

in the portfolio selection equatíons for different investors categories,

the equatíons do not necessariìy include ídentical groups of non-yie1d

vari abl es.

The desired equilibríum portfolio selectíon equation (1) only

illustrates the optimal equ'iìibrium portfolio of an investor or groups of

investors with the given wealth constraint and yieìds. What is missing

ín equatíon (1) is the adiustment process of an investor or group of

investors. The adjustment process is important to portfoìio management

and to the analysís of arbitraging pressure in the expectations theory;

particularly when cash flow Ís included in the decision-making. The
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adjustment process becomes extremely important when the world we'líve in

Ís full of uncertainty; and where transactions costs are nontrÌvial. To

approach thi s methodol ogicaì 1y, one famil i ar representati on of the

resuì ti ng portfo'l í o adj ustment process í s the stock adi ustment

mode'l ,18 wri tten a s :

Air = $ ui¡(n[¡-n¡ . r),í-1r...rN
: L-I

(2 )1e

K

Where Ai t the i nvestor's actual
(Zi A.¡X=W¡), and
of adjustment such
åiOik = I for all k.

ith asset tíme t,
fi xed coeffi ci ents

< 1, k=1, and

hol di ng
the Otf
that 0

of the
are

A similar mode'l involving expìicit adiustment of portfolio proportions

can be written as:

a6it= Èurr(r(,lt-Kr,t-t) i=l""'N (3)20

k

Where 9Lit = Ait,, íZ¡N¡t=i), and ihe eonstraint
1,l¡

applicable to the 0if is the weaker Ii0if = 0 for all k (whích

does not requíre I = 1). A weaker ZiOík = -0 < 1 indicates the

investors' failure to adjust their portfolio fuì1y and immediately to

whatever equilibrÍum allocatÍon is consistent wíth each períod's new

values of the re]evant variables. Some of the rationales for such

failure are conceptual'ly distinct. They are the transactíon costs,

expectations lags and perception 1ags. "The lags associated with formíng

expectations and with perceiving current market developments in 'large

part give rise empiricaì1y to the use of distributed'lags on market

yields to represent the expected holding-períod yield variable (r¡) in
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portfol io sel ection model ( I ) . "21 Transaction costs (mostly brokerage

fees) further compì icates the portfol io sel ection process. In most

cases, with the transaction costs imposed upon ínvestors, it is easier

and cheaper for most ínvestors to allocate new cash flows including

both net weal th increments and repayments such as dividends' coupon

interest, and maturities, than to reallocate current asset ho'ldings. As

a resuìt, the simp'le stock adjustment models (2) and (3) are rendered

inadequate to dístinguish clearly between new cash flows and previous-

period wealth (including capital gains and net of repayment).

To i'llustrate the overrestrictiveness of portfoìio adjustment models

(Z) and (3), let us assume that an investor whose portfolío consists of

two assets only (At and A2), and with fixed asset prices pt and

pZ respectively, and the ínitial weal th equal s l.lt-1' Based on

model(3), one can illustrate the portfoìio adjustment of the investor in

figure 3:1"1. The straight line from [0, (w¿-1/P2)J to

?.. tD. n-l r^nr!ãqênte thp investortq wealth eonstraint in time
Ll.llt-1/ t I rvJ I LPr Lrurr vJ

period (t-t), and the paraìleì line from [0,(w¡/P2)1 to [(wt/Pf)'

0l represents the wealth constraint after an increment Ä}.l¡ > O.
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FIGURE 3:1.1 PORTFOLIO ADJUSTMTNT MODEL(3), TIÁIO-ASSET CASE

point yt_t indícates the investor's previous period asset hol ding

(41,t-1 , A?,t-li, anci Point' Y¡ indicaies t'he hoìdíng

(A1,t, A2,t) which would result from allocation of the existing

asset hoìding and aìlocation of the wealth increment At.l¡ in proportion

to the actual hoìdíng at time period (t-1). Point 7t* indicates thp

desired equiì ibríum holdings (Ait*, Azt*). Whereas point

7¡ indicates the actua'l hoìding (Ait, AZt) which result from

portfoì i o adj ustment model ( 3 ) . The di screpancy between the desi red

equi'líbríum holding (Ait*, AZt* as represented by Z{)

and the actual hoìding (41t, AZt indicated by 7ù is cìearìy

0
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demonstrated by Figure 3:1.1. Therefore, the standard

model becomes too restrictîve in that it does not re
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adj ustabi'l i ty of new cah fl ows Í n compari son wi th exi sti ng asset

hoìdings. To acknowìedge the greater adiustability of new cash fìows,

at the same time without introducing discontinuities, Friedman has

postuìated that the simpìe way of incorporating expìicít flow effects on

portfolio adjustments is to separate the reallocation of the new cash

flow by app'lying fixed coeffícients to the flow ítseìf. The postu'lated

equation is written as:

N

Á nir= : ei¡(iÁrt*.wt-t-Ar,t-l) * {¡ Wt, i=1 r.. . ,Nrt u)22
K

1r
Where the d ¡ are fixed coefficients such the g < di < 1 for all i,

-:1
and E Jt = 1, and the constraínt on the 0ir is ZiBik = ä

for alì k, as in model(3). The first term on the right hand side of

model (4) represents the real I ocation of the exi sti ng weal th (l¡lt-1)

based on model(3). ¡¡hile the second term represents the realìocation of

+r.^ 11 ^,., n€ ñô¡., ,.,a¡'l{-h //\U-ì Mndo'l l5ì mâv renrccent some imofOVe-Lllg I t\Jhl Vl llLw nsur err r-'rLr' '-f '---- -

ment over modeì(2) and (3), in that the adjustments depend expìicitly

upon A l,t¡. However, because of d, (of AW¡), it (model (4))

becomes inadequate for most investors. Particuìarìy, when it assumes

investors always allocate new cash flows in fixed proportions, regard'less

of market yields and other variables relevant to portfolio behaviours.

Friedman arrived at a compromise model which allocate the flow of

new investable funds according to whatever proportion portfoìio selection

model(l) indicates are the desired equÍlibrium porportions for the port-

folio as a whoìe, a model which alurays forms and uses equilibrium total

proportions to allocate at the margin. "The optimal marginaì adjustment"
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model indicated by this specification is an anaìogue of model(4). The

onìy difference is that the modeì's invariant flow allocation coeffícjent

{¡ for each asset is replaced by the corresponding current desired

proportion t(it" (from the portfolio se1ection model (1))' The

model i s thus cal 'l ed the optimal margi naì adj ustment model of portf o'l i o

behaviour, written as:

ARit = * trk (xtt*.wt-l-Ak,t-t) + Ô¿it* Al.lt' i=l" " 'N $\23
K

The first term on the right hand side is identical to model(4), whereas

the second term (Éit*. A}.I¡) índicates the allocation of new cash

flows accordÍng to current desired proportions DCit* (from

model (l)). Model (5) according to Friedman, is most appropriate for

investors participating in private securities markets, in which some

'level of fairìy continuous activity maintains the flow of information

about new investment opportunjties. In acidition, it' is also appropi'iate

to institutional investors such as insurance companies and pension funds

that participate in both market of pubìicìy offered debt issues and of

privately pì aced corporate debt securities, as wel I as commerci al

mortgages and other forms of negotiabìe instruments. Model(5) is also

suitable for institutional investors who are reluctant to undertake sharp

negative swings in their new purchasing activities for ìong periods of

time. In short, the model(5) is a gross representation of investors'

(institutional or otherwise) adjustment process (in ìight on transaction

costs and'lags) and portfoìio reallocation (of existing assets) and the

allocãtíon of new cash flows among the available assets.
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To illustrate the allocative process of the model (5) graphicaì'ly,

Figure 3:I.2 depicts the model in a two-asset case. The first term on

the right-hand side of model(5) represents the reallocatjon of the exist-

i ng weal th wt-t which is depicted as a move a'l ong the l,lt-t

weal th constrai nt from Yt-t weal th constrai nt and the ray from the

origi n to Zt* occurs only when there i s a ful I adi ustment where

0i i =1 for i , and 0i k=0 for k/I. However, the real I ocati on process

leads not to 7t*', rather to point 7{ which lies between 7t*'

and Yt-t on þlt-t weal th constrai nt, for reasons such as trans-

actìons costs and 'lags exp'lained in model(3). The second term on the

right hand sÍde of model(5) represents the allocation of wealth increment

(Aìil¡) according to the current desired proportions DCit*' The

*Lr

7¡

A2

&
D^,¿

!lt-t
PT'

I

I Y.
I

0 l,lt-r !f Al
Pr- P1

PORTFOLIO ADJUSTMENT MODEL(5), TI.IO-ASSET CASEFIGURE 3:1.?
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allocation of new wea'lth is represented by a movement from point 7t'.

Thus point 7¡ indicates the new hoìdings (Alt, AZt) resulted

from optimal margina'l adjustment model of portfolio behaviour represented

by equation(5). In contrast to mode'l (3) illustrated in Figure 3:1-1,

Figure 3:1.? shows that, for a given l,lt-l, the symmetrical adiust-

ment ratio (Yt 7y)/ Y¡ 7f*0 = ((it - K¡t-l) /
x

(Xtt*- ffl,t-1) = Wzt - Mz,v|l / ( d"ù - Mzt,t-l) in model(5) varies

posit'iveìy with the fl ow W¿. This symmetrical adjustment ratio on

ì^l¡ in model (5) holds for any number of assets.

The optimal marginal adjustment model of portfoì io behaviour

deveì oped by Friedman and repì icated in Section 3:1 has several

advantages over the standard stock adjustment model. First of a'll, it

does not sacrifice either tractabiì íty or suitabiì ity for empirical

app1ication to aggregatÍve data. Second, it relaxes the restrictiveness

of the standard stock adj ustment model wi th regard to i nvestors'

-a I ^^-r:^- ^c lL^: - -^,., ^^-k s'f ¡,.,¡ Thi ¡¡l f ha mndal r^o¡rlq Ìn ân aç,ç,et-
dl lULC|LlUfl Ul Lllgll llEvY \-q)ll I lvwJ' ¡rrrr ut erru

demand equation Ín which the investable cash flow variable matters for

short-run allocations. Fourth, it poses a dynamic adiustment process

which associ ates the size of neþr cash fl ow wi th the speed of the

portfolio's overall adjustment toward equil ibrium allocation.

3.2 THE ADAPTATION
ADJUSTI'IENT I'IODE

OF THE OPTIMAL Ì'IARGINAL
L OF PORTFOLiO BEHAVIOUR TO THE CANADA CASE

Basica'l'ly, the optimal marginal adjustment model of portfol io

behaviour can be appìied to the Canadian case without modification. How-

ever, when the model is adopted in this thesis, cprtain aspects related

to investors' portfoìio UehavÍour have to be pointed out so that the
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empÍrícal resu'lts are interpreted appropríate'ly. First of all, the model

is not used to determÍne long-term ínterest rates. Instead, it is used

to focus on the demand for one asset [Canadian government (federal) mar-

ketab'le securities (S years and over)1, specifical'ly on the demand

behavíour of the various investor categories. Thus the yields of

Canadian government marketable securities are assumed to be exogenous.

The investor categories are anaìyzed separately. Analyzing their

demand separate'ly permits one to observe how each investor category

behaves given the market conditíons. The structural model such as the

optimal margina'l adjustment mode'l of portfolio behaviour will further

allow one to observe the way in which each portfoìío is beíng managed,

partícu1ar'ly on the portfolio adiustment process which can be interpreted

as the source of arbítraging in the bond market. Identifying the source

of arbitragíng-pressure in the bond market is not an easy task. However,

when the demand function i s the optÍma'l marginal adiustment mode'l of

portfolio behaviour, one can infer ancl i<ientify the source of arbitraging

quite easily.

Thus far the structural model developed by Beniamin M. Friedman has

been replicated and quite sufficientìy explains the derivatíon of the

optima] nrargínal adjustment mode'l of portfo'lio behavÍour. The portfol io

selection model and the stock adjustment, when applied separate'ly does

not amount to very much, as indicated. But when they are combined to

form the optimal margínal adjustment model of portfo'lio behaviour, it

close]y approximates the ínvestors' portfolio behaviour. Such a model is

essential to the analysis of a theory or theories related to the term

structure of interest rates, particularly, when the resu'lts depend so

much on market participant such as the expectations theory.
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CHAPTIR FOUR

ESTIMATION PROCEDURES, DATA AND EMPiRICAL ANALYSES

This chapter is divíded into three sections. Section 4:1 focuses on

the estimation procedures. In this section, the extrapoìative-regressÍve

method is bríefly explained. Section 4:2 discusses the different investor

categories to be examined and data which is used in the empiricaì

analyses. This section includes the expìanation as to why and how the

data are used Ín the analyses. Section 4:3 illustrates the enrpirical

results of the various ínvestor categories. These results are tested for

their significance.

4.1 ESTIMATION PROCEDURES

The optimaì marginaì adjustrnent model(5) in Section 3:1, in itself'

is not suitable for estimation. The modeì(5)p.43 has to be elaborated

and expanded with the selection model (1)p.36. Appendix I illustrates how

model(1) and (5) are expanded together to form model(6)' The overall

expanded model , the optimal margina'l adjustment model of portfoì io

behaviour can be written as (grouping the variables in the fol'ìowíng

way):

.Wt-I + 13¡¡.f¡te.a}lt +A Air = I i. a}.l¡ + t zr( <í¡-o¡¡) J

tzr ( P¡.¡ .oi¡)J . rite.Ì,,lt-l +

L Z f f ,o.g ij) .rkre.wr-t]

t4 t (¡¡.orr) .xn.Ht-l]
k

L
k=1 Lf tk.rkte ' avl¡ +

5 t (n.tn . alr¿ +

'nL
L (oi t< .Ak , t-l )

+

oi i -Ai ,t-l k=i (6)24
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I n the expanded versi on 'il I ustrated i n equati on (6 ) , the mcdeì postu-

'lates the change in demand for asset i ( Ait) is a 'linear function

of a complex overall dynamic adiustment of the exjsting portfolio and the

rnarginal allocation of new wealth. As pointed out earlier' investors

demand for asset i does not entíreìy depend on its own-yieìd, but also on

the yields of alternative assets. Incjdentally, the demand for asset i

also indírectly depends on the demand for asset k (k=l,"'N)' Therefore'

the model does not only es.timate the ímpact of change in wealth (given

own-yie]d, alternative yields and other variables) on the demand for
/)

asset i (as represented by 1íi 'À}.lt' f¡i'riet'ÀWt'

.L.t P,,. -rr.ê+. ¡. t,l+) and Z,*( y'tn.*n A wt) ' it
[=it /'lk"K

also illustrates the impact of the adjustment of other existing assets

wirh respect to alternate yíe'lds lã ftl f¡¡"Oi¡))

. r¡e¡.W¡-1J, with respect to asset i 's yiel d tã ( fri

.0it) . rket'Wt-fl, and wi th respect to other vari abl es

ø E t y'un'0ir))'X¡'w1-11' on the demand for
-hK

asset i. The additional variables (X¡) are proxies representing finan-

ciaì securities which do not carry coupon rates, but have to compete with

other financial securities (which carry coupon rates) for a place in the

portfolio. As equation(6) postulates, these additional variables inflù-

ence the investor's portfolio allocation' gne such important financial

security is stocks. The proxy associated with stocks is the canadian

investors' stock market index (standard and Poor 500)' Vector X¡ also

represents the relative risks. since the thesis analyzes the demand for

canada federal government guaranteed marketabl e bonds (FGl'18) ' there wil I

be no risks of default. However, one should acknowledge the risk involved
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in holding these bonds as príce changes resu'ltíng from the changes ín

interest rates. This risk increases as term to maturity increases;

because príces of long-term bonds are more volatile. Since the analysís

focuses on federal government guaranteed marketable bonds as a whole,the

rísk associating wíth maturity can be overlooked. Instead, the risk

associatÍng with change in interest rates should be included in the

analysis. The proxy for such risk is represented by lagged one-períod

percentage change of FGMB's yieìds (X2).

The terms Oii.Ai,t-l and futrtk.Ak,¡-1)enter
equation(6) 'linear^1y; the terms indícate the wi'llingness of investors to

adjust their holdíngs of asset i and the willingness to adiust other

assets in the portfolio respectively. This willingness to adiust also

has an impact on the demand for asset i.
As to the expected signs of the coefficients contained in equation

(6), the coeff ícíents ofÀÌ,lt and 'lagged weal th stock },lt-t are known

a priori, where /¡¡.¡ is simply the constant term corresponding to asset

speci fi ed i n the sel ecti on model ( I ) . The coeffi ci ents
D

1) term is lii > 0 because we expect the slope

of demand to be positive with respect to expected own-yie'ld. The co-

efficient of (.itt.Wt-t) term is a sum of coefficients, Ithe

cross-elasticity of demand for k asset with respect to the expected yield

of asset i ( fU¡) and the speed and wi I I i ngness of adi ustment

(0¡¡)J, which is of an unknown sign a priori.25 The coefficient
D

frO (for kli) is less than zero ( lt¡f < 0), whereas the sum of

Ai and Tk,

of (.i tt

coeffi ci ents

efficients of

kil
Al.|

t Fio.or j ) is of unknown sign a priori. The co-

the non-yie'ld variables are also of an unknown sign a



priori . The coefficient 0i i and the coefficient 0ir

I agged stocks of competi ng asset Ak,t-1 ,kfi , are of unknown

To summarÌze the expected sign of the coefficients in model(6),

illustrates the expected sign.

TABLE I

EXPECTID SIGN OF THE COEFFiCIENTS

Coeffícients of Variab'les Exp ected Sign
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of the

si gns .

Tab'le I

aHt
l,lt-t

reit . A }.lt
reit . wt-t
rekt . a Wt
rekt . }.lt-t
X¡ AHt
X¡ }.lt-t
Ai .t-t
Ar,t-r

(+)
unknown

(+)
unknown

(-)
unknown
unknownâ
unknownâ
unknownb
unknownb

b

(l-

tquation(6) is not immediately estimabìe because of the way in which

the expected own yi eì d ( re.¡ ¡) and the expected yi el ds on al terna-

tive assets (re¡¡, kli) enter equation(6)' The rei¡ and

rêkt, kli are expected yi el ds . There are two ways by wh i ch equa-

tion(6) becomes estimatable. First, one can estinate reit and

rekt outs'i de the system. and then enter them i nto equati on ( 6 ) ;

The possible signs of these non-yieìd variab]es- d_epend on the nature
oi the varÌ abl ei . I f the vari abl es are non-yi e'l d assets competí ng

io. u-place in the portfolio, then the expected sign ís expected to
Uå negätt ve. When tf,e vari abl es are co.qP.ì emeniary to asset i , then
the cóeffícients are expected to be positive'

The sign indicates investor's adiustment flexjbiìity. As SignifÍ-
cant -negative (-) coefficient for fi ,t-I. -and Ak,t-l
suggests that the investor adjusts the portfolio'activeìy-
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second, one can use the ínstrumental varíable method, that ís, to replace

rei t and rekt wi th proxi es ( such as the actua'l yi el ds) . Si nce

the thesís focuses on the expectations theory and institutions' interest

arbitrage, the first method js used. After all expectatíons theory has

to be tested - using the extrapolative - regressive method. Furthermore,

because í nvestors' portfol i o al I ocati ve behavi our refl ect on thei r

expected yields of the available assets, ít is Ímportant to use the

generated expected yie'lds. It is based on these expected yíelds that an

investor or a group of investors readiust their portfolio to a more opti-

mal and desi rabl e I evel .

There are vari ous ways by whi ch the expected y'ie'l ds can be esti -

mated. The method adopted to estimate the expected yields is called the

extrapoìative-regressive method. The estímate results for reit and

rekt are then entered i nto equati on ( 6 ) as vari abl es wj th known

value. ThÍs way one can convenÍently estimate the sing'le equatíon using

the ordinary - least squares method (OLS).

EXTRAPOLATIVE-REGRESSIVE METHOD

This method combines extrapolative and regressive to the formulation

of expectations. The extrapolative hypothesis to expectatíons was advan-

ced by James Duesenberry [1963]. He argues that a rise in rates may ìead

to an expectatíon of a further rise and vice versa. Whereas the regres-

sive hypothesis (associated with Keynes) holds that the market expects

the Ínterest rate to regress toward a "normal" level based on past exper-

ience. De Leeuw (1965) points out that each of these hypotheses contains

an Ímportant element of truth. He surmises that expectations contain both
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extrapolative and regressive e'lements. The general model postu'lating the

extrapoìative-regressive method (employed by Modigliani and Sutch) can be

wri tten as:

R¡e = r/r + fo", * 2 f.,rr-, + e t, where >ß =' i=l i=d' (7)

where Rtê = expected rate of bond with n periods to maturity;

r¡ = the rate on a bond with one period to maturity (short
- rate);

rt-l = distributed ìag on past short-rates;

6X = the stochastic term'

The dístributed lag weights are constrained to follow a third-degree

po'lynomiaì pattern (with the lead lag weÍght free of polynomíaì con-

straint and the 'last lag weÍght constraint to zero)'

Equation(7) is used to estimate the various expected yields which

are required for the anaìysis of the demand for government of Canada

bonds (in reiation with ot,her íinanuiaì asseis) ' The exti^apoìa+"'i'¡e-

regressive method is strictìy used as a forecasting toot' All proceeding

forecasts are based on quarterly data from 1963:I to 1979:IV' The proxy

for short-rates is the 90-day treasury bill yieìds' For expected

mortgage rates , the proxy i s the average bank I oan rates . l^lhen these

proxies are appl ied to equation(7) to generate the various expected

yields, it is found that the 90-day treasury bill yie'lds are not a good

proxy for estimating the expected Jields of provincial, munÍcipaì and

corporate bonds. In other words, the goodness-of-fit is very poor for

those estimations. In generaì, the federal government bond yields' are

often considered the pivot,of other bonds' yieìds. Therefore the average
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federal government marketable bond yields replace the 90-day treasury

bill yields in the estÍmations of the expected y'ie'lds of provincial ,

municipal and corporate bonds. As a resuìt, the goodness-of-fit for

those estímations incnease notably. For exatnple, the R-square increases

from seventy percent to over ninety percent. For further comparison see

Appendix II. To illustrate the accuracy of the estimations, the gener-

ated expected yÍelds are pìotted aìong wjth the actual yjelds. See

Figure VI to X). Thís is, however, not a test of term structure. It is

mere'ly getting the best estimate of yiel ds, using the extrapolative-

regressive method. The rea'l test is: whether expectation is both extra-

polative and regressive. In order to give the method a fair judgement'

the nrost accurate results must be obtained.

The estimations al so produce the foììowing poìynomial distributed

ìag coefficients for the various yields generated with the estimation of

(7):

(1) The polynomi aì di stributed .lag 
. coef f icj ent.s. .fol. rCBe ( expecied

Government of Canada bond yielO!) generated with the -estimation of
(7) is:

Q. + Aor¿ +
16z
i=0

Airt-i + JÁ+rcB,t

Coefficients t-ratio Coefficients t-ratio
(t
(g
(+
(g
(z
(z
(t
(t

Aro
Art
Aiz
Aig
At+
Ats
Aro

Ag
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
Ag

= 0.6385
= -0.0473
= -0.0366
= -0.0265
= -0.0172
= -0.0085
= -0.0008
= 0.006
= 0.0116

(5.s8)
( -0.78 )
(-0.e4)
(-1 .17 )
(-1.44)
(-1.07)
(-0.0e)
(0.5e)
(1. 18 )

A9 = 0.0162
= 0.0194
= 0.0215
= 0.0219
= 0.0210
= 0.0184
= 0.0140
= 0.0079

.e6)

.08 )

.04 )

.54 )

.66 )

.07 )

.68 )

.4?)

RZ = 0.9? F = 33.75 D-\,l = 0-66
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FIGURE VI

ACTUAL AND PREDICTED GOVERNMENT OF CANADA BOND YIELDS
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FiGURE VII

ACTUAL AND PREDICTED MORTGAGE
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FIGURE VIII

ACTUAL AND PREDICTED MUNICIPAL BOND YIELDS
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FIGURE iX

ACTUAL AND PREDICTED PROVINCIAL BOND YiELDS
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FIGURE X

AC'TUAL AND PREDICTED CORPORATE BOND YIELDS
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(2)

Coeffi ci ents t-rati o

The polynomial distríbuted ìag coefficients for re
mortiage rates) generated with the estimation of (

Fmt,t=â +bgr¿L-å birlt-i +

t=1

mt
7l

ted( expec
is:

/"t¡

Coefficients t-ratio

bo=
bl =
b?=
b3=
b4=
b5=
b6=
b7=
bg=

0.3327
0 .006 1

0.0333
0.0505
0.0593
0 .0609
0.0567
0.0479
0.0360

R2 = 0.87

(2.4?.)
(0.08 )
(0. 73 )
(1.es)
(3.e4)
(4. 78 )
(4.2?l
(3 .65 )
(3.10)

(z
(o
-0
-1
-1
-2
-2
-0

b9
bio
bir
bn
big
bt+
brs
bto

= 0.0?23
= 0.0081
= -0.0054
= -0.0166
= -0.0244
= -0.0273
= -0.0240
= -0.0132

.?L)

.7e )

.4s )

.2?)

.7 6'!,

.28\

.34 )

.76)

F = 19.61 D-l^l = 0.43

(3) The polynomial distributed 'lag coefficients for.re¡1g (expected
yÍeìäs -for províncial bonds) generated with estimation of (7) is:

a + XortcB
16

+/,
j=1

FrnB , t

Coeffícients t-ratio

ce
xj rt-j + þt

Coeffici ents t-rati o

x0=
xl =
x?. =
x3=
x4=
x5=
x6=
x7=
xg=

xg
xlo
xl1
xLz
xl3
x14
x15
x16

0.5508
-0.0559
0.0259
0.0797
0. 1099
0.1203
0. 1146
0 .096 5
0.0698

(2.8s)
( -0.47 )

(0.37 )
(2.08 )
(4.4e )
(4.el)
( 4.41 )
(3. e8 )
(3 .48 )

= 0.0383
= 0.0058
= -0.0241
= -0.0476
= -0.0609
= -0.0603
= -0.0419
= -0.0021

(2 .35 )
(0.34 )

(-1.13)
(-1.88)
(-2.35)
(-2.77 )
(-2.60)
(-0.i5)

ñ2 = o.gg F = ?3.77 D-ll = 0.18
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(4) The poìynomial distributed lag coefficients for regg
yields or corporate bonds) generated wjth estÍmation

pec
(7)

ted
is:

(ex
of

16 CB

z¡- rvL + /t troB, t a + z0rt
L=I

Coefficients t-ratio Coefficients t-ratio

cB+

zg
zro
ZTL
zL?
zt3
zL4
zLs
zr6

zg
zI
z?
z3
z4
z5
z6
zl
zg

= 0.4189
= 0.0107
= 0.0646
= 0.0981
= 0.II4?
= 0.1156
= 0.1053
= 0.0965
= 0.0611

(2.23')
(0. i0 )
(0. ee )
(2.78)
(5.07 )
(5.12 )
( 4.40 )
(3. e8 )
(3.31)

= 0.0331
= 0.0050
= -0.0203
= -0.0399
= -0.0509
= -0.0504
= -0.0419
= -0.0032

= 0.040
= 0.O22
= 0.006
= -0.009
= -0.020
= -0.026
= -0.026
= -0.017

(2.20)
(0.32 )
(-1.04)
(-1.721
(-2.r41
(-2.5?)
(-2.60)
(-0.12)

.86 )

.13 )

.63 )

.87 )

.521

.76 )

.84 )

.88 )

R2 = 0.89

t5)

Coefficients t-rati o

lne polynomlal qlSLrluuLeu ld9 t-ucr I rLrËrrL> rvr f -

yieìds lor provincíal bonds) generated w'ith estima

16
rpB,t= a + oor."o * 

?_fi 
rii¡ * At

F = 23.77 D-li = 0-21

I avno¡tadI u^yuv vvu

on of (7) is:

Coefficients t-ratío

PB
t1

0.466
0.032
0.061
0.079
0.088
0.088
0.082
0.071
0.056

oo=
or=
oz=
o3=
Ø4=
os=
o6=
or=
og=

.78

.35

.05

.35

.67

2

0
1

2
4
5

4
2
3

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

09 (z
(z
(o

(-o
(-1
(-1
(-1
(-t

B8
B5
95

oto
ott
Øn
otg
ot+
ors
oto

R2 = 0.90

36

F = 29.4I D-l,l = 0.21
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EMPIRICAL TEST OF EXTRAP OLATI VE-REGRESSIVE METHOD

The po'lynomia'l di stributed coeff icients, of the di stributed 'lags

generated with estimatjon of (7), provide some interesting resu'lts' In

alì cases, the q2 seem to be reasonably high which means high percent-

ages of variation is in the dependent variable are expìained by the

independent variables. To test the significance of these estimations'

the F-Test (see AppendÍx III for procedures and details) is used' The

F-Test appìied On the estilnations are conducted at ninety-nine percent

confidence level. As it turns out, the F-Test detnonstrates that the

estimations are significant. Table II sunu.narizes the F-Test for the

estimations.

TABLE II

Sunrmary of F-tests thesi s

H :R2 H :R2

acceþt

accept

accept

acc ept

accept

Expected

Expected

Expected

Expected

Expected

Government Bond Yields

Mortgage Rates

Provincial Bond Yields

Municipaì Bond Yields

Corporate Bond Yi el ds

Degree of
Freedom

F.
Va'lue

D (ee%)

C ri ti cal
Val ue

N

rej ect

rej ect

rej ect

rej ect

rej ect

33 .7

19.6

?9.4

?3.1

73.7

?.44

?.44

?.44

2.44

?.44

52

52

52

52

5?

t7

T7

L7

T7

T7
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For the individual coefficíent and to test its signifjcance, the t-

ratio test is employed. The t-ratio test ís to test if the individual

coefficient equa'ls zero. At a ninety percent confjdence interval, the

critícal value for t-ratio is + ?.11 for two tails test' Any coefficient

with t-ratio that lies within this range (+ 2.11) is considered insigni-

ficant. Judging from the t-ratios provided by the estimations, the

significance of the distributed lag variables differ. In the Government

of Canada bond yieìds, the distributed lag variables are insignificant

from one to eight lags. For other estimations, distributed ìag variables

have signÍficant impact on the expected yie'lds from the third to the

ninth lags. This lack of total sign'ificant impact from the dÍstributed

lag variables on expected yieìds seems to suggest that expectation ís

partial ly regressíve.

As for the extrapoì ative component, al I coefficients (As, bo,

0o, Xo and Zo) are signi ficant. This suggests that expectation

contains an extrapo'lative element. Another factor that may affect the

estimations is the probìem of serial correlation. That ís, the error

terms are not random'ly distributed through time. Instead' a strong

continuity of error terms exists; this is ref'lected in the low

Durbin-l^latson statistics

4.2 DATA

The primary data source for the stock and flow quantities used in

model(6) is from The Statistícs Canada's Financial Flow Accounts (1966 to

19gl) and Stati stics Canada's Financial Institutions' Financial

Statistics, Quarterly (i967 to 1979) and from The Bank of Canada Review
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(1967 to 1g7g) and The Report of superintendent on Insurance companíes'

The sample consists of 52 quarter'ly observations begìnning in 1967:I and

endíng in 1979: IV.

Sjnce the ana'lysis focuses on the demand for government (federal)

marketable bonds, it is advisable to examine the distrjbution of these

bonds, that is, the holders of these bonds. By the year end of 1979' the

percentages of governinent marketabl e bonds hel d by the types of hol der

are as follows (excludjng T.reasury bills):

TABLE III

DISTRIBUTION OF GOVERI'IMENT MARK ETABLE BONDS BY TYPES OF HOLDER

Types of Hol der

General Publ ic
Bank of Canada
Chartered Banks
Government of Canada

Amount (milìions) Percentages

$21,493
9 ,311
3,471

610
$T4;BB8'

61.61
?6.69
9.96
r.74

rotrTo%

source: Table III is compiled wjth data from The Bank of canada Review,

Bank of Canada.

Among these ho]ders, the Bank of canada, chartered Banks anq the

Government of canada are not consídered to be the source of arbitraging-

pressure in the bond market. In the case of the Bank of Canada and the

Government of Canada, they hold government marketable bonds - not as an

investment, but as an instrument to monitor money suppìy and the bond

market. The chartered banks, on the other hand, treat their government

marketable bonds holding as an investment, and, to a certain extent, they

di rectly expand the money supply because when chartered banks buy
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government marketable bonds, SâY x million dollars, they, in essence'

create an equal x million dollars of deposits. Therefore, the holder

that is relevant to the ana'lysís of this thesis ís the general public'

After al I the general pubì ic hel d 61 .61 percent of the outstandi ng

government marketable bonds as of year-end 1979. If one has to find the

source of arbitraging-pressure in the bond market, there is nowhere

better than the investors contained in the general publíc. However, not

all investors are active market participants in the bond market' There

are some investors contained in the genera'l pubìic, that hold government

marketable bonds as a captive fund. These holdings are not marketable'

Thus, in the empíricaì anaìyses, certain categories of investors are

selected. The selection is based on the amount of government guaranteed

marketable bonds and the types of financial assets they hold'

The dístribution of government guaranteed narketable bonds, he]d by

categories of investor in the generaì public as of year-end L979' is

I i sted on the fol ì owi ng Page.

Among the categories of investor listed in Table IV, Persons and

Uni ncorporated Busi ness , Trusteed Pensi ons Funds, Li fe Insurance

Companies, Fire and Casualty Insurance Companies and Trust and Mortgages

Companies are analyzed. By the year-end 1979, the above five categories

of investor heì d g7.26 (tl,OO1 + 34,888) percent of the total outstanding

government guaranteed marketabl e bonds. And, they represent 60 ' 50

(13,001 + ?1,493) percent of the outstanding government guaranteed

marketab'le bonds he'ld by the generaì pubì ic '

The majorÍty of the investors examined here hold at least some

amount of the large number of different types of fínancial assets' In
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TABLE IV

DISTRIBUTION OF GOVERNI4ENT MARKETABLE BO NDS HOLDING YEAR-END 1979

I

Bonds Hel d BY

Persons and UnincorPorated
Busi nesses

Trusteed Pension Funds

Life Insurance ComPanies

Fire and CasualtY Insurance
Compani es

Províncíal and MuniciPal
Governments

Trust and Mortgages ComPanies

Local & Central Credit Union
and Cai ses PoPul ai res

Social SecurítY Funds

Rest of the Worl d

Amount (millíon) P e rcenta ges

4820

3280

1964

i875

i 134

r06?

5r?.

107

5220

2?.43

15.26

9.L4

8.7?

5.28

4.94

2.28

0.50

24.?9

$l9JZ1 ry
Source: Table IV is compi'led from The Bank of Canada Review' Bank of

Canada ãnd Finuniiaì Flow Account, Statistic Canada'

the.analysis, the procedure used in estínation is selectín9 the few

assets which, along with the Government of canada marketable bonds' com-

prise the maior elements in the investors' aggregate portfolios' Table V

ìists the likely asset groups for each of the fíve investor categories

and shows the percentage of the sectors' total financial portfoìio for

which each asset was accounted for, as of the year-end 1979'

Before discussing the actual data, perhaps it is beneficia'l to

briefly define each investor category and the financial assets in the
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TABLT V

PRINCIPAL ASS ETS FOR SIX INVESTOR CATEGORIES
% of Total

Category and Assets

Persons and Unincoporated Business:
Currency and DePosits
Stocks
Mortgages
Canada Savi ngs Bonds
Government of Canada Bonds

Sub total

Trust and Mortgages ComPanies:
Mortgages
CurrencY and DePosits
Stocks
0ther Bonds
Government of Canada Bonds
Provi nci al Bonds
Municípaì Bonds

Subtotal

Trusteed Pensi on Pl ans:
Provincial Bonds
Stocks
Mortgages
Other Bonds
Municipal Bonds
Currency and DePosits
Government of Canada Bonds

Subtotal

Fire and Casualty Insurance Companies:
Government of Canada's Bonds
0ther Bonds

. Provi nci al Bonds
Stoc ks
Currency and DePosits
Munici paì Bonds
Mortgages

Subtotaì

Life Insurance Companies:
Mortgages
0ther Bonds
Provincial Bonds
Governtnent of Canada Bonds
Stocks
Munici paì Bonds

Subtotaì

43.10
2t.7?

7 ,89
6.20
6 .08
2.44

gT.4T

da
na

Financial Assets

64
.46

40
19

5

4
1

.01

.58

.t7
70-;86

75.75
4.7L
4.r2
2.45
2.34
O.BB
0 .45

9070.

?7 .78
22.78
L5.74
15.54
3.87
3.i5
2"50

9T:96-

18.50
15.76
L4.75
13 .46
6.58
4.82
3 .56

Trcs

Source: Table V is com
Review, Bank o
Canada.

I ed wi th the
Canada and Fi

lp
f

ta from The Bank of Canada
ncial Flow Account, Statistics
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aggregate portfolio. The Persons and Unincorporated Busjness, Trust and

Mortgages and Life Insurance Companíes and Fire and Casualty Insurance

Companies categories of Ínvestor are self expìanatory. The Trusteed

Pension Plans category consists of both prívate and other industrial

Pension p'lans.

The make-up of the financial assets in the portfo'lio listed on Tab'le

V are hereby expìained. Financial assets such as Canada Savings Bonds is

self explanatory. Currency and deposits include short-term deposits,

demand deposits and cash bàlances. Government of Canada bonds, Provin-

cial bonds, and Municí pal bonds are the total outstandì ng marketabl e

bonds (excluding Treasury bills), regardless of term to maturity. Other

bonds consi st mostìy of corporate bonds and therefore are treated as

such. For Mortgages, they consi st of resÍ denti a'l , cotnmercÍ al and

National Housing Association (NHA) mortgages. The items contained in the

stocks are the common shares and preferred-shares.

The yields for currency and deposits are yieìds based on the char-

tered banks' 90-day deposit rates. The yie'ìds of Canada Savings Bonds

are the actual coupon rates. The average expected yields for government

marketable bonds are generated with treasury bills' yíe'lds as proxy. The

uuurägu Government bond yieìds are established with the average yields of

aìl outstanding government marketab'le bonds of different maturity (exclu-

ding treasury bills). For provincial, municipaì and other bonds, their

expected yieìds are estimated with past average government marketable

bondst yieìds as proxy. 0f course, the dependent variables for these

estimations are their own yieìds. The mortgage rates are the average

rates of residentiaì, commercial and National Housing Association (NHA)
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mortgages. The expected mortgage rates are estimated with average bank

'l oan rates as proxy. Other non-yi eì d vari abl es whích i nfl uence

investorst choice are represented by X1 and XZ; the ínvestors' stock

market index (Canada); and 'lagged one-period percentage change of

rCBe respectiveìy. X2 can be considered the risk factor when

ínvesting in federal government marketable bonds.

The use of average rates may prompt some criticism. For example,

using the expected average rates for mortgage may diminish the impact of

demand for other financíal assets. Because for some investors, their

mortgages consi st mostìy of commercial mortgages. For others, the

mortgages are mostly residential. By the same token, for the varíous

bonds, it ís equally correct to argue that there are some investors who

prefer to invest in ìong-term bonds rather than short-term, or vice

versa.26 To overlook this point may result in a gross over-estimate

or under-estimate of the results. However, one can argue that because

the mortgage rates for residential and commerciaì, short-term bonds and

ìong-term bonds are so close'ly (positívely) correlated, using the

expected average rate and expected average yield wou'ld probably not alter

the .accuracy of the estimations (unless the theoreticaì foundatíon of

expectations theory is questionable). If alì expected yields are based

on averages, then there should not be any skepticism of the estimations.

As for the data, the bond demand variable

tion(6) -- is the net purchases of govern¡rent of Canada marketable bonds

during the quarter for alì five investor categorÍes. The wealth flow

variable -- AÌ,lt in equation(6) Ís the net acquisitions of financÍal

assets for four i nvestor: categorí es: Persons and Uni ncorporated
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Busi nesses, Trusteed PensÍ on funds, Fi re and Casuaì ty Insurance

Companies, Trust and Mortgages Companies. For Life Insurance Companies

the wealth flow variabìe, A Wt, is the net acquisitions of financial

assets less net poìicy loans. This is because poìicy loans are exogenous

to the portfoìio behaviour of life insurance companíes. In other words,

the porti on of cash fl ow avai I abl e for i nvestment i s the portí on of

wealth flow variable remaining after po]icy loans. The asset stock vari-

ables Aft andAlllt, for al.l five Ínvestor categories, are constructed

by decrementing backward from the end-of-year stocks and wealth for 1979

using quarterìy flows data.20 The lag wealth (Wt-f) variable is

represented by the total fínancial assets of the previous period'

EMPIRiCAL RESULTS

The equations listed below are the results of estímating equation(6)

for each of the fÍve major categories of investors'demand for government

markeiable bonds. The dependent variable in each case is denominated in

millions of doìlars. The numbers in parenthesis are ratios of the esti-

mated values to standard errors for each coefficient. In other words,

they are the asymptotic t-ratios (or t-statistics). The gZ (adiusted)

is the coefficíent of determination adiusted for degrees of freedom. sE

is the standard error of estìmation, and D-w is the Durbin-l'latson statis-

tic. For clarity and convenience, the variab'le symbols listed below are

consistent for alì five equations, with ìetter superscripts ind'icating

di sti ncti ons among correspondi ng vari abl es for di fferent i nvestor

categori es .

Because of the number,of financial assets available in the financiaì
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market, and because of the diversity of financ'ial assets within each

investor's portfo'l io, it is extremely difficult to pin-point the securi-

tjes that have significant impact on the demand for government marketable

bonds. Therefore, the results of the estimations presented be]ow are the

results by the trial-and-error method. The estimations that produce the

best sign.ificant goodness-of-fit and significant coefficients are listed'

The asterisk indicates that the variable is generated by the extra-

pol atì ve-regressi ve method.

cB = holding of Government of canada l4arketable bonds,

PB = holding of Provincial bonds,

MB = holding of MuniciPaì bonds,

0B = holding of other bonds (mostly corporate bonds),

MT = hojding of mortgages (both commercial and residential ),

CSD = holding of cash and dePosits,

CSB = holding of Canada Savings Bonds,

reCB = expected government of Canada marketabl e bonds yi el ds,*

rBpB = expected Provinci a'l bond yi eì ds,*

rel,lB = expec ted Muni c í paì bond yi el ds '*
re0B = expected Corporate bond yields,*

reMT = exPected mortgage rates,*

rSR = short-term bank rates,

xl = Investors' stock market index (Canada),

x? = ìagged one-period percentage change of recB,

The following are the estimated resuìts. These estimations are based on

fìfty-two quarterìy observations from 1967:1 to 1979:iV. The fol'lowìng

estimations have the foìlowing constraints. (1) The estimatjons must
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i ncl ude the combi ned term of expected own-yi el d and change í n væa'ì th ,

( rgge,t A W¡) i Q) tne sum of al I own-yiel d and al ternative

yieìds coeffients are restricted to zero. The first constraint is

required because demand for Government of Canada marketable bonds should

be sensítive to own-yie'ld. The second constrajnt is Ímportant in majn-

taining the balance sheet identity. If there is no change in yje]ds, or

i f al'l y.i e'l ds change equa'l ì y, then no portf ol i o share shoul d be af f ected '

The values in parenthesis are the t-ratios'

(1) Pensí on P'l an:

CBt = 47.13 + 0.199 AI,Itp + 0.130 (ttçg,X ' AW¡R¡

(0.57) (2.e6) (3.82)

- 0.346 (repA,1 . A l,l¡P) + 0.118 (r"Ng,t . A H¡l¡

( -1.3e) (0.78)

+ 0.098 (..oe,t . 
^ 

}ltp) + 0.085 cBpt-l

(0.3e) (2.5e)

+ 0.011 MTP1-1 - 0.013 X1

(0.s0) (-1.80)

R2 = 87 F = 36.25 SE = 54'81 D-I^l = 1'60

Life Insurance ComPanies:

CBt= 153.62+O.278Al^ltL 0.006 WLt-t

(0.24)

QI
+

( 2 .01)

+ 0.024

(0 .33 )

+ 0.730

1,2.471

( 3.23 )

(reCg,g . nl,l¡L) + 0.001 (reçg,zt t'llt-f )

(1.18)

(repg.,, . nw¿L) - 0.756 (regB,t . aw¡L)

(-2.88)
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+ 0.0140 (BLt-t - 0.198 PBLt-t - 0.014 X1

g2

(3) Fire and CasualtY Insurance Companies:

CB1 = -45.10 - 0.026WFt-1 + 0.085( reCg,¡ - AWFI)

(-z.sr) (-1.87) (3.e0)

+ 0.003(reCB,t . WFt-t) - 0.082(rSR,t . ¿l.lFt)

(0.21) ( -o.ei)

= 63 F = 7.95 SE = 40.88

(2.60)

+ 0.122CSD¡-1

(1.81)

= .73 F = 24.0I SE = ?7 .27

(-2.37 )

D-l,l = 2.19

( -3. 1B)

D-l,l = 1.95

(4) Trust and Mort a e Com anl es:

CBt = 141.20 + 0.062nWTt + 0.026 (reçg,X .Al^lT¡)

(1.60) (1.65)

R2

R

(2.43)

- 0"003 (remT,t . Àl,lTt) + 0.009 (resR,t . At,lTI)

l1 r rl\
I r . r:r,

2

- 0.033 (..gg,t . Àt.tT1) + 0.022 CBTI-1 - 0.164 0BT1-1

(-t.25) (0.3s )

- 0.0i1 X1

(-1.e2)

= 36 F = 3.02 SE = 31.51 D-N = ?'12

ersons and unincorporated Businesses:

(-1.53)

CBt = -10807 - 0.034aNHt + 0,083 HHt-t

(-?.77) (-t.os) (2-821

= 0.013 (..Cg,1 .AIJH¿) + 0.0003 (reCB,t . WHt-f)

(s) P

(-1.3s) (1.0e)
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, (_2.701

2 =39 F=3.44

+ 0.013 (..SR,t . AI,IH¿) - 0.445 CBHX-1

(1.2e) -3.88)

- 0.1t2 cSDHt-1 - 0.179 csBH¡-1)

SE = 305.86

(-2.86)

D-I^l = 2.58
R

EMPIRICAL TESTS ON THE SI GNIF

To test the significance of individual coefficients, the t-statistic

test js again app'lied. In each case' the t-ratio is tested at ninety

percent confidence interval (a two tail test)' The critical values for

t-ratios depend on the degree of freedom numerator and denominator' If

the estimated t-ratio lies wjthin the critjcal values, the coefficÍent

( associated with that t-ratio) is considered Ínsignifjcant. That is,

statisticaììy, ninety percent of the time the estimated coeffícient is
/2

zero. Thus we accept the nuìì hypothesis that /i= 0' When the co-

efficient is significant, then we accept the alternative hypothesis that

/r)/i/ 0.

The tests are sunmarized in Table vI. The asterisk beside the

t-ratio indicates that the coefficient is insignificant.

For the five estimations, the resul ts indicate the s'ign'if icance of

the expected yields and the flow variable. For Life Insurance companies,

Pension Plan and Trust and l'lortgage Companies, the flow varjable is

important and has significant positive impact on the demand for federal

government marketable bonds (Cg). 0n the other hand, the flow varìabìe

is insignificant in Fire and Casua'lty Insurance Companies' It has a sig-

nificant negative ílrpact in Person and Unincorporated Busjnesses'

ICANCE OF THT COEFFICIENTS
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TABLE VI
T-TESTS

Expected
si gns for
the Co-
efficients Vari abl es

Li fe
Insurance
compani es

Pen-
si on
Pl an

Fi re & Trust
Casual ty & Mort-
Ins. Cos. gage Co.

Pe rs on
& un-
corporated
Bus.

+

unknown
+

unknown

unknown
unknown
u nknown
unknown
u nknown
unknown
unknown
u n known
u nknown

ALlt
}lt-t
recB
recB
rePB
reDB
rel'lB
reMT

ôr-sR
cBt-
PBt-
1.181-

oBt-t
CSD¡-1
CSBl-1
MTt-t
X1
X2

t.awt
t.wt-l
t. a}.lt
t.¡wt
t. ^l.ltt.al'lt
t.¡l,lt

3.82

0. 86*

-,t . ou

Intercept 2.0L
3.23
0.24*
0.33*
1 .18*
2.47

-2.88

o.2L*
-0.97*

-2.37

0.57*
2.96

-2 .81 2.43
1 .60*

1 .65*

-r.25*

.16*

.19*

.35*

-1.53*

-L.9?

.77

.05*

.82

.35*

.09*

7.?9*
-3.88

-?.70
-?.86

-?
-1

2

-i
1

-1
3
2

.87

.90

.60,
,
I

t

t

t

t

1

1

1

-1 .3
0.3
0.7

9*
g*
8*

2.59
-3. 18

1.81

-0
i
0

Critical value +1.68 +1-68 +1.67 +1.68 +1.68

R2 63 36 3987 73
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The 'l agged weal th (Wt-f ) has si gn'i f i cant ( negati ve and posi-

tíve) impact in Fire and Casuaìty Insurance Companies and Person and Un-

incorporated Businesses respectively. Wt-t is insignificant for

other investors.

The coeffjcient of the combined expected own yield and the flow term

( r.CB,t a l/\l¡) is significant ín Pension Pl an, Fire and

Casualty Insurance Companies, and Trust and Mortgage Companies. The co-

efficient bears a positive sign (+) as postulated by Model(6). Th'is sug-

gests that these Ìnvestors' demand for CB is sensitive to the movement in

the expected own yield (regg,1) and on the pos'itive current

quarter flow variable (aW¡). As indicated by the coeffjcient (of

recB,x . a I^l¡), the parameter of demand for cB is quite hjgh. The

parameters of demand in Pension P'lan, Fire and Casualty Insurance cOm-

paníes, and Trust and Mortgage companies are +0.130, +0.085 and +0'026'

The estimation of Fire and Casualty Insurance Companíes also indicates

that combined expected own yjeld and ìagged wealth variable (w1-1)

is significant. This suggests the demand for CB depends on the expected

own yield (reçg,¿), flow variable (awt) and past wealth

(l,lx-1).

For the cross-parameter of demand, that is the impact of the com-

bined terms from the yields of alternatíve financial securíties e.9.,

( tttqg,t.aW1), (tepB,t.al,,ll), (tegB,t'al.l1), (re¡q1,t'al.l1)

and (rSR,¡.aW¡), the model postulates that their coeffjcents are

negative, suggesting the 'inverse relationship to the demand for

governilìent of Canada marketable bonds. However, some of the empìrical

resul ts show otherwi se. The j nsti tuti on whi ch has posi ti ve
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significant coefficients of (.tpg,t.aWX) ís Life Insurance

Compani es. The i nconsi stency may be attri butabl e to the posi ti ve

correlation of yield among the various financial securities. For Life

I nsurance Compani es, the combi ned term ( ttgg,t.al,l¡) shows a

sign1ficant negative impact on the demand for CB. The cross-parameter of

demand is -0.756. Sími'lar'ly, rêSR,t.ÀÌ^lX has a significant

negat'ive impact on the demand for CB i n Fi re and Casua'lty Insurance

Companies. The cross-parameter of demand 'is -0.082.

When each estimation is interpreted as a whole, these investors seem

to exhibit different techníques 'in portfol'io management. For Life Insur-

ance Companies and Pension Plan, Portfoljo Managers seem to focus on the

allocation of new wealth. This allocation of new wealth depends on the

expected yie'lds of various financíal securities. For Fíre and Casualty

Insurance Companies, the investment decisjon depends on the expected

yields, change in wealth, past wea'lth and on the liquidity requirement'

The ìíquidity requirement factor is indicated by the signifícant co-

efficient of the combined term (.tSR,t.alll¡). In Person and Un-

incorporated Businesses, investment decisíons basically depend on the

past wealth (l,,l¡-1). The estimation also indicates that investors ín

this category are very active in their stock adjustment. Thus suggesting

that this category of investors provide a strong source of arbitraging

pressure.

COMMENTS AND SUMMARY

For all five instÍtutional ínvestors, their wealth flows (ÁWt) are

important in their bond purchases. This does not suggest that these
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investors are tota]ìy unresponsive to the expected own yieìd if the

wealth flow is zero. As postu'lated, investors may be wjìling to fund

their purchases through stock adjustments. From the estimations there is

tittle evidence suggesting such stock adjustments occur' The only sig-

nificant lagged own-stock and ìagged alternative stocks adjustments are

from Persons and Unincorporated Business' Limited stock adjustnrents also

occur in Pens'ion Plan, Fire and casuaìty Insurance companies and Trust

and Mortgage Companies. This evjdence suggests that these jnstitutional

ínvestors tnanage their portfo'l ios in a more conservative and inactive

manner. In essence, one can conclude that these instjtutjons are more

ínclined to allocate new wealth among the avajlable financial assets

rather than readjust the existing portfoì io in coniunctíon with new

weal th to achÍ eve a new desi rabl e portf o'l i o equÍ'ì i bri um (based on equa-

tion(6)). In addition, four out of five instjtutions have produced in-

signifìcant coefficients for },|t-t and (reçg,t'Wt-l) "

This, together with the lack of stock adjustments, provÍde further evi-

dence to support the unwillingness of these investors to release funds

from existÍng financiaì assets to support new purchases' The adiusted R-

squåres for Trust and l,lortgage Compani es, and for Persons and Uni ncor-

porated Busi ness do not suggest an acceptabì e goodness*of-fi t' Thi s

leads to questionable adoptíon of equation(6) in the study of canadian

Institutional investors. Comments on this are reserved for Chapter

Five.

However, when the overall significance of the estimated regressions

are tested (see Appendix II), the results suggest that the coefficients

are joi ntìy or simul tanelousìy NOT equal to zero at the ni nety-ni ne



percent confi dence level . As

rejected the hypothesi s (Ho:

hypothesis (H1' R2 / o).

The si gni fi cant Posi tÍ ve

illustrated in APPendix iI,
g2 = 0) and accepted the

7B

the F-Test

al ternative

ß
/ 11 ¡ negati ve

ß
/ ik, kli and some

degree of stock adjustments can be drawn as evidence substantiat'ing the

existence of arbitraging. The significant posítive ft, and negatíve

r4

lio suggest that when there is a significant increase in the expec-

ted yjeìd of government bonds, relative to alternative securitjes'

investors will shift to purchase government bonds' By the same token'

i nvestors wi I I al so readj ust theÍ r exí sti ng stocks ' That i s, to rel ease

funds for the purchase of additional government bonds' This sort of

arbitraging will Put downward pressure on the yieìd of government bonds

and put upward pressure on alternative yields. Until the yie'lds for alì

securities become relative'ly equaì, arbitraging continues. Before then,

ßß
l'¡¡ and liO wilì continue to be significantìy positíve and

negative resPectiveìy. Empirical results also suggest that the degree of

arbitraging varies among the five institutional investors. This suggests

the maturity preferences of different investors are so strong that they

never purchase securities outside their preferred maturity range to take

advantage of yi eì d di fferenti al s ( an i nsti tutí onal or hedgi ng-pressure

theory argument)

The empirical analyses on the demand for the Federal Government

marketable bonds for five institutional investors provides several con-

clusions. First, it is reasonable to assume (based on the evidence) trrat

the five institutionals are quite inactive in their portfolio readjust-

ment. Hoivever, there exi sts a margi na'l d j f ference i n degree of
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inactiveness among these instjtutions, For exampìe, Life Insurance Com-

pani es and Trust and Mortgage Compani es are content wi th the a'l 'l ocati on

of new wealth among the wide spectrum of financial assets whereas other

institutions (although to a limited degree) are engaged in some form of

stock adiustment. Second, the importance of ínvestor's expectatíons on

the varíous yields and the wealth flow are acknowledged.

Though the empirical study does not provide any convincìng evidence

to support portfoìio readjustment among the ìnstitutions, it provides

some evidence to support the importance of expectations and flow vari-

ables in the ana'lysis. Above a'll, why are these institutíons different

from those in the United States? (comparing this study with the study

done by B. Friedman 1977). Comments about the d'ifferences and the ways

in which Canadian institutions manage theír portfoìio are reserved for

Chapter Five.
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CHAPTER FIVE

COMMENTS, SUMMARY, AND CONCLUSION

5:1 Comments

several comments can be deduced from the empirica'l study. First of

aì.¡, the study points out some important aspects of Canadjan jnstítution-

al investors and the way they manage their jnvestment portfoìio' Second,

the study Índuces one to re-examine the Canadian financial market and the

role of the governrnent regarding institutjonal investment'

In the former case, most of it has been discussed'in the latter part

of Chapter Four. However, with regard to the way in which Canadian

institutional investors manage their portfof io, empirical results esti-

mated with equatíon(6) do not suggest active portfolio readjustment'

Instead, the results point toward reallocation of new wealth (indicated

by the significance of Äl^lt and reçg,t'a}^l¡) '

The inconsistency of s'ignifícant negative impact by the combined

alternative yie'lds and flow variable can be attributable to the wjde

spectrum of fi nanci al assets that are avai I abl e to the i nvestors '

Another contributing factor is the relatíve]y close correlation of their

yields (particular'ly the various bonds). That is, when the yie'lds of the

available bonds are so closely and positiveìy correlated, they pose the

problem of multicolIinearity. This is actual'ly what happens when alI

expected yields are included in the analysis; the results are hjgh

q2 and insignificant coefficients. Yet another problem which may be

attributable to the less-than-acceptabìe equation(6) is the size of

government of Canada marketable bonds in a portfo'lio' This suggests a
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preference for other financial securitíes rather than government of

Canada marketable bonds. Unless the expected yíeìd for government bonds

becomes more attractive or the expected yíeld becomes re'latively hígher

than normal compared to other expected yie'lds, institutjonal investors

prefer other financial securitjes. When investors have strong prefer-

ences, it is difficult to estjmate their behaviour based on equation(6).

In addition to these arrays of complexity, investment management of these

institutions often try to match their'long-term liabjlities with their

long term assets. In some cases, government regulatory constraÍnts p'lay

an important role.

COMPARISON OF U.S . AND CANADA,S TMPIRiCAL RESULTS

When the empirical results presented in this thesjs are compared

with the results provided by B. Friedman on United States financial

institutions, one can draw several different conclusions. In particular,

the ways in whjch the institutions manage their portfolio; and the degree

of market pressure exists in the bond market. The fol'lowing estímations

illustrate the results obtained in united states and in canada. Table

VII illustrates the estimated results of the institutions. Values in

parenthesi s are t-statistics.

Because of the varieties of financial assets available in Canada and

the diversity of the portfolio (of Canada institutions) it is difficult

to compare the portfoìio behaviour of u.s. institutions and canada in-

stitutions. If one has to estimate Canadian institut'ions with specifica-

tion similar to the U.S., the estímations may not illustrate the full

impact of expected yields and change in wealth. Therefore, jn most cases'
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Canadian estimations contaín more independent variables.

Tab'le VII cotnpares only four investor categories' Trust and

Mortgage Companíes are excluded for the simpìe reason that U.S. esti-

mation on tlis investor category is not available. when comparing the

U.S. estímatíons with the Canadian estimat'ions, one has to bear in mjnd

that U.S. estimations are not constrained. That ís, the sum of all

own-y.ieìd and alternative y'ie'lds coefficjents for each investor category

are not restricted to zero whereas Canadian estimates are restricted-

The estimations illustrated in Table VII'imp]y a diverging portfoìio

managi ng techni que between the Uni ted States' and Canada' s portfoì i o

managers. In the U.S. the demand for financial securitjes is always

sensjtive to own-yield and change in wealth. In all cases, the combine

term (rCB,1.Al¡l¡) aìways produces a significant positive

coefficient. By the same token, alternative y'ields aìways have a

negative impact. l,lhereas in Canada, some of the jnstitutions dispìay

their insensitivitíes toward own-yieìd. In alì cases the coefficient is

less significant than the U.S. In some cases, their sensitivities toward

alternative yields are quite opposite to the U.S. institutjons (take for

examp'le the Life Insurance Companies and Pension Plan).

In terms of the wil I ingness to adjust exísting portfol íos, U'S'

institutions ane far more robust than their counterparts. From the

empiricaì resu'lts, their portfoìio readjustments are very significant

(indicated by high t-ratio), and are an important process of portfoìio

management. In aìl cases, except for househo'lds, the coeffjcients of
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TABLE VI I
COMPARISON OF EMPIRiCAL RESULTS TSTI

A

I4ATED l,JITH E UATION(6)

I n sti tuti on s

Vari abl es

Li fe
I nsurance
Com anl es

0ther
I nsurance

anl es

Pensi on
P'lan

Househol ds

ana a
c

ana ana a ana a

i ntercept

Ä!Jt

}lt-t

l^lt times
own-yjeld

al ternati ve
yi eì ds

Lagged

!4
( lllt-f ¡ times

own-yí eì d

al ternati ve
yi el ds

Lagged
Stocks

own- stock

al ternati ve
stoc k s

-3354
-3.e)
r.r77
-1.7)
146 5
3.5 )

0.455
(3.6)

-0.2624
(-3.4)
-0.0084

( -2.5 )

-45 . i0
(-2.81)

47.r3
(0.57 )

0. 199

-10807
( -2.77 j
-0.034

(-1.0s)
0.084
(2.821

-0.0i3
(-1.35)

+0 . 013
(1.2e)

(

(

0.
(

1 53 .62
( 2 .01)
a.278

(3.23)
0.006
(0.24)

1696
(12.0)

0.0?4
(0.33 )

0.730
(?.47\
-0.756

( -2 .88)

-0. 131
(-1.8)

-0.a225
(-7.21

-0 .026
(1.87 )

0.r22
(1.81)

0.2407
(3.3 )

0.085
(2.5e)

0.011
( 0.86 )

-0 .013
(-1.80)

-0.022
(-1.6)
-0.0163

( -3.5 )

0 .003
(3.5)

0. i401
(2.s)

0.085
(3.e0)

0.1546 0.130 0.0314
(6.5) ß.82) (4.4)

-0.003
(-2.s)

-0. 1491
(-1.e)

-0. 1638
(3.7)

0.001
(1.18)

0 .0i4 -0. 1390
(0.?r) (-s.3)

-0.198 -0.064
( -o.gz) ( -4.e)

-0.1590
(-15.8)

-0.014
(-2.37 )

-0.082 -0.8157 -0.346
(-3.18) (-4.6) (-1.3e)

0. 1i8
(0.78)
0.098

(0.3e)

0.003
(2.60 )

0 .0003
(1.0s)

-0 .373
(-3.s)

0.2146
(3.6)
-0.2493

(-3.4)

-0.1167
( -7.1)

-0 .445
( -3.88)

-0.112
(-2.70)
-0.179

( -2.86 )

0.008
(2.2)
-0 .006

(-3.e)

Other factors
L

2

X

X

Rz "80 .63 . .92 .73 .67 .87 .79 .39

*
**

Fi
Bo
in

re and Casuaìty Insurance companies
th Private and Public Pension Plan whereas only private pens'ion pìan

U.S.
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lagged stocks are larger and more significant for U.S. institutions than

for Canadian institutions. The coefficients of lagged own stock and

lagged alternative stocks for Life Insurance Companies are -0.1491 and

-0.1638 respective'ly; whereas ìn Canada, they are 0.014 and -0.198.

gther comparisons can be observed in Table VII. In Canada, there is some

degree of portfo'lio readjustment. The most significant readiustment is

experienced by households. In Life, Fire and Casualty Insurance Com-

paníes, empirical results indicate that portfoljo readiustment is rela-

tive'ly i nsi gnificant.

From this comparison, one can infer that portfolio managers in U.S.

are far more aggressive. The fjnancial market is more competitive, thus

more prone to arbitrageur's actíons. in Canada, the financial market

(particularly the bond market) is less prone to arbitrageur's actíons

because institutional investors are more willing to allocate new wealth

than to readjust existing wealth, thus suggesting the arbitrageurs'

actions alone cannot be solely responsibìe for how the expectatíons

theory's results coming about. One will fínd that the tentatjve conclu-

sion drawn is consistent with the conclusion drawn at the end of the

chapter.

OTHER ESTIMATTIONS

Furthermore, when no restrictions are applied to equation(6), the

following estimations are obtained. These estimations provide the best

estímation of the demand for government marketable bonds (in terms of

significant coefficients and the overall s'ignificance of the estima-

tions). Estimations for Fire and Casua'lty Insurance Conrpanies remains

the same (with or without restrictions)'
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(1) Life Insurance L anl es:

CB¡ = 189.46 + 0.052 (rtCB,t' HLt) + 1.18 (rePg,t. WLt)

(3.34) Í.74) (3.57)

..1.3? (regB,t . ¡¡11) + 0.119 (ret1T,t . l,llt)

(-E.ta) Q'sa)

-1.78 X1

(-3.53)

R2 = .69 F = 23.00 SE = ?7.27 D-I.l = 1.95

(2\ Pension Pl an:

CBt = 169.85 - 0.764 l,lPt + 0.980(rePB,t . l,JPt)

g2

(4.5) (-s.r) (4.7)

-0.335(reMB,t . WP¿) - 0.77L(re¡B,t WPt)

(-z.t) _3.0)

+0.20g(reMT,t. yPT) + 1.701 X1

(4.s) ( 1.e)

-0.123 PBt-t + 0.3?7 MTt-l - 0.147 0Bt-t

(-z.t ) (4.4) (-3.5)

= .93 F = 23.00 SE = 40.85 D-}^l = 1'68

(3) . Trust and Mort e Com ani es:a

CBt = 138.87 + 0.0?7 (reçB,t. I.lTt) - 0.020 (ttyT,t' }^lTt)

(s.zo) (3.84) (-3.24)

-1 .32 X1

( -3.75 )

= .40 F = I2.4? SE = 30.54 D-l,l = 2'15p2
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(4) Househo'lds:

CB¡=-8586.3-0.312

wHt)

tlHt + 0.071 WHt-t + 0.032 (reCB,t .

( -z.zt) ( -?.7e ) ( 2 .6Ll 12 .661

-0.519 CBHI-t -0.176 CSBH¡-1 -0.089 CSDHx-1

(-q.3q) (-2.e0) (-2-27)

g2 = .33 F = 5.178 SE = 296'96 D-\l = ?'52

The unrestricted estimations show that the demand for CB is sensi-

tjve to the expected own yield and the change in wealth, except for

pension plan. For Pension Plan and Life Insurance Companies, the co-

efficients of the combined term (ttPB,t AI,I¡) is positive (as

indicated by the parameters +0.980 and +1.18 respectively). These re-

sults may be attributable to the fact that provincial bond yieìds are

correlated to the yields of CB. The results may aìso be attributable to

the investors preference for provincia'l bonds. In each case' Provjncial

bonds account for a si gni fi cant percentage of total portfol i o; for

example, Pension Plan has 27.78 percent of the total portfoìio invested

Ín provincial bonds whi'le Life Insurance companies have 7.89 percent.

Posìtive signs are al so obtained from the combined term ( teMT,t :

A!,1¿) . Thi s i s due to the fact that these investors tend to match

long-term lÍabilities with long-term assets'

To expìain these results in another way, suppose there is no change

in wealth (nl^lt) then the change in CB (ACB) can occur onìy when there

is an equa'l change in other assets. That is, cBt = Oki

(A"Kt - Aç,t-l) where K = other assets' l^¡hen investors are in-

sensitive to the expected,yieìds and clo not adiust their stocks' 0Ki
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equaì s zero. Theoretjcally, 0Ki can be negative or positive' The

f oì ì owi ng il'l ustrates when 0ç.¡ i s posi ti ve or negati ve:

(1) ori is positive when 
^cBt 

is negative and A*Kt

AK,t-L is negative;

(2) Off ís negat'ive when ACB¡ is negative and A*Kt

AK,t-1 i s Posi ti ve.

I f gri i s negati ve and f*t i s negati ve, the combi ned co-

efficíent turns positive. In the Life Insurance companies and Pension

Pl an Cases, such occurrences exi st as i nvestors deci de to put I ess

emphasis on CB. In the Pension Plan portfolio, CB accounted for over six

percent of the total portfo'lio in L967. By the end of 1979, the per-

centage has reduced to 2.5 percent. For Life Insurance Companíes, the

percentage decl i ned from 4% at the end of L967 to ? '5% at the end of

Ig76. Since then, the percentage has been increasing steadiìy'

Despite the above ínconsistency, results from the rest of the esti-

mations do agree with the postuìations of model(6)'

The unrestricted estimations, once again, reiterate the conclusions

arrived with restricted estimations. That is, some investors seem to

focus on the reallocation of new wealth while others are quite sensitive

to expected yields, change in wealth and past wealth' Above aìì, therb

is ìittle evidence that suggests stock adjustment

SUMI'ìARY AND CONCLUSiONS

To summarize the thesis, chapter 0ne discusses the probìems related

to the study of term structure of i nterest rates ' Because of the

tremendous amount of work done on the subject, perhaps attention should
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be focused on other subjects, making use of the knowledge available on

term structure of interest rates. Such subject is the portfolio beha-

viour of investors. Thus the object of the thesis is to observe the

portfolio behaviour of five investor categories with respect to expected

own-yield and expected alternative yields. The model used for the analy-

sis is one developed by B. Fríedman, called the 0ptÍmal Margina'l Adiust-

ment Model of Portfolio Behaviour. In essence, the model consists of

portfolio selection and stock adiustment. The combination of the two

c'losely approxímate investors portfolio behaviour. Based on the Optimal

Margina'l Adjustment Model of Portfolío Behavior, the demand for govern-

ment of Canada marketable bonds by five jnstjtut'ional investors are

ana'lyzed.

In spite of the many theories advanced to explain the term structure

of interest rates, the notion of expectations seems to prevail. In fact,

other theorísts do not deny the ímportance of expectations in exp'laining

the term structure. They (opponents of expectations theory) argue that

besides expectatíons, there are additional factors that ought to be con-

sidered, such as 'liquÍdíty and hedging-pressure. In any case' the advo-

cates of the respecti ve theory are ab'le to marshal'l strong empi ri ca'l

evídence in support of their theory.

In the context of ínvestment and managing an investment portfolÍ0,

expectations on the market and yieìds have always been the priority. 0f

course, the needs and transactions costs of the investor are important

too. The latter are reflected within the system of estjnation for

exarnp'le, if transactfon costs are high, it is cheaper (and easier) for

most i nvestors to al I ocate new cash fl ows rather than to readjust

exi sti ng stocks. Therefore, the anaìysi s not on'ly deal s wi th the
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portfolio behaviour of the fÍve investor categories, it also deals with

the expectatíons theory and the e'lement of arbitraging from which the

expectations results come about.

In the structural approach to investors' portfolio behaviour -- par-

ticularìy their demand for Federal Government marketable bonds, expecta-

tfons of the various yields (for the various available financial assets

in the rnarket) are very crucial. In this case, the expected yields for

the various instruments are generated by the extrapolative- regressÍve

method, a method which has been wÍde1y used to test the expectations

theory. The generated expected yie'lds and the flow variables are used in

the estimation of equatÍon(6). The ínstitutjons in the ana'lysis are the

Pension P'lan, Life Insurance Companies, Fire and Casualty Insurance

Companies, Trust and Mortgage Companies, and Persons and Unincorporated

Businesses. These institutions together hold over fifty percent of

outstanding government guarantee marketable securities. In additíon,

they alI hold a wide varíety of financial securities with various

maturity structures. In short, their portfo'lios are very diversified.

The empirical study though, does not produce any decisive evidence.

Nevertheless, it produces suffÍcÍent evidence to address the obiective of

the thesis. First, the results provided by the extrapolative-regressíve

method does produce sÍgnificant evidence to support that the expectation

ís extrapolative. Evidence also suggests that expectations is partially

regressive. Second, estimation with equation(6) provides significant

evidence to support the importance of flow variables and expected own

yield as well as alternative yields. There is also evidence suggestíng

that portfol i o management of the i nsti tutí ons anaìyzed i s qui te
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conservative, They are more inclined to allocate now wealth rather than

to reallocate existing wealth together wjth new wealth to achieve at a

more desirable portfolío equilibrium. This leads one to postuìate that

portfolio management anong these institutions is mostly in the form of

portfoìio selection rather than an optimaì marginal adjustment of port-

fol i o behav i our as po stuì ated by equatì on ( 6 ) .

As impìied by the evjdence, there exists some degree of arbitraging

among the institutions. Though the degree varies from one instjtution to

another, the act of arbitraging by these institutions enables the exPec-

tations results to come about. The difference in the degree of arbi-

traging further suggests and supports the hedging-pressure theory of term

structure. That i s , di fferent i nsti tuti ons have dj fferent maturi ty

preferences; and some institutions have such strong preferences that they

never purchase securÍties outside their preferred maturity range regard-

I ess of yieì d di fferenti al .

In the finaì anaìysis, the imp'licatjons provided from the empirical

results and empirica'l anaìysis reiterate the compìexity invo'lving the

explanation of the term structure. It acknowìedges the importance of

expectations theory in the term structure as well as the ro'le it plays i1

the demand for financial assets. It also acknowledges the ímportance of

arbitraging which enables expectations results come about. However, not

aìl institutions are arbitraguers as suggested, thus acknowledging the

notion that different institutions have different rnaturity preferences.

Therefore, I submit, and it ís generaììy accepted by many others, that

the term structure of interest rates is better expìained by two or more

theories together. That i,s, the theories should be used to conpìíment
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each other rather than to oppose each other.

Evídence re]ated to stock adjustments are important. It represents

the source of arbitragíng pressure in the bond market. In canada, the

source of arbitraging pressure is provided mostly by households and

Trusted Pension Plan. They, together, hold over thirty-seven percent of

the total outstanding Federal Government marketable bonds held by the

genera] publ .ic ( refer to tabl e IV ) . The other í nsti tuti ons do not seern

to exert arbitraging pressure in the bond market. If th'irty-seven per

cent of outstanding Federal Government marketable bonds held by the

general public are actively traded, this can have qu'ite a substantial

effect on term structure. Therefore any term structure theory that

includes expectations-based arbitrage, the theory can qu'ite adequately

explaín the term structure of interest rates in canada.
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portfol io behaviour is

selection model s. In

B. M. Fri edman , i s as

(A-1)

(A-2)

MODEL ( 6 )

The optirnal margina'l adjustrnent model of

expended from stock adjustment and the portfolio

the origi nal form of the model , as postu'lat'ed

fol I ows:

(1) ÁAi t =

ñz 0i¡ (xl¡¡.Wt-i-Ak,t-l) + dJit Ht, í=1,.",N'
K

substi tute uI¡¡ and ol}i ¡ i n equati on ( I ) where

úr, =äßk rkr .f{rn Vt */'i, i=l,...,N,

equati on

(z) ¿Ai, = ä rit +ã#rK, *fr¡).w1-1

and

ür. = 1 Érr rit +ã ún rtv * '"¡, k=l""'N
(A-3)

Equations (A-2) and (A-3) are identical; the only difference is that

of the yie'ld-variabìes, rkt in (A-2) and rit in (A-3). In both

cases, the selection process is not only sensitive to alternative yield,

but a'lso to own yieìd. This can be reflected by adding the appropriate

yi eì d i n each case. Substi tuti ng Xjft and ¿fi t i nto

(A-1) gives the folìowing:

0iK [c? f-'
Àl

nr,t-r] 
J(?

(3) Ait = ã o

. }{t-t - Ak,

fto rkr +

ik I FÆ.
JL

t-ù* k

Kn +'r,-i ) . AVltVnt

llt-l +

Ë
h

rit ? (rynrw¡-1 * /n¡1

+ äÍtKt.awt lLi .ÀWt

(A-4)

ß
/ it rrt Àl.lt +



Knowi ng that the se'l ecti on process

al ternati ve yi e'l ds , equati on (A-4 ) i s
ñ

(4) 
^Ait 

= I (nrr fr f6).it . wt-r *(4

wt-t

ún)Vn. . wt-r *Ë

. Y-rt) .Awt *(Éti

i s sensi ti ve

expended in the

oi¡ fit I rrt
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to own-yì el d and

foì I owi ng form:

0

0
/ ik

*È
ñ

ç-
+[3

* ttL

k air'nr )

ri r)Al,lr

}.lt-t

- (ã (,n.Y¡ ) ow¡

i .¡l,lt

By grouping the variab'les, equation (A-5) is written as follows:

(5)ÁAir =-ni .aw1 +(| oir'ur).Ì,lt-t

(A-5)

(A-6)

*(fii ; rit). o*. *[l (fu¡ . Bik) ]
. ãrllfro ".r.t)'"',r. {äÉl ' oii)'
- {[Kr, . V¡ . Àrl¡ + Z¡ tfin . oir)

- or.¡ . Ai,t-1 - A (stt Ak,t-l)

. rit
rkt

wt-t

wt-t

Yl' r._û
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APPENDIX I I

The following estirnations are the resu'lts of the extrapolative-

regressive method. The expected yieìds for provincial ' municipal, and

other bonds are regressed with treasury bills yieìds. Numbers jn the

parentheses are the t-ratios.

For Provinciaì bonds the polynomial d'istribution lag proxy

repB (expected provincial bond's yields) generated with

estimation of (7) is:

rb

rpB,t =9* ao rTB,t + z ai r1g,¡-1 +.lt

Coeffi c i ents t- rati o Coeffi c i ents t- rati o

i=0

a0 = 0.228 L .2I a9 = 0.014

al = 0.052 0.53 410 = 0'012

a? = 0.045 0"71 â11 = 0.009

a3 = 0.039 1.03 aLZ = 0'007

a4 = 0.034 1.64 ô13 = 0'006

. a5 = 0.029 ?.33 414 = 0.004

a6 = 0.025 I.90 a15 = 0'003

al = 0.02? 1.39 416 = 0'001

aB = 0.018 1.14

R2=0.68 F=6.50

The polynomial di stributíon I ag proxy for regB

other bond's yie'lds) generated with estimation of (7) is:

1 .05

1 .05

1 .08

0.87

0.53

0.31

0. 19

0. 13

( expected
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TB

a + borTg,l 2- bi ttg,t-r* /t+

i=0

Coeffi ci ents t- ratí o Coeffi cí ents t- rati o

6I
roB,t

bo = o-23

br=

b?=

b3=

b4=

b5=

b6=

b7=

bg=

R2=

0.043

0.044

0.04?

0.039

0.036

0. 031

0. 026

0. 021

0. 69

(r.27 |

(0.46)

(0.71 )

(1.i3)

(i.e.4)

(2 .8e )

(2.4r)

(1.73)

(1.s4)

b9=

bro =

brl =

br? =

br3 =

bl4 =

brs =

bI6 =

0.014

0.009

0.004

0.003

0.006

0.007

0.006

0.004

(1.08)

(0. 86 )

(0.54 )

( -0.33 )

( -0.46 )

( -0.50 )

( -0.51 )

(-0.51)

F = 6.81

The polynomial distribution lag proxy for re¡4g (expected marginaì

bond's yieìds) generated with estimation of (7) is:

rMB,! z + 0or1g,¡ +
16z
i=0

oi rTB,t-i * /t
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Coeffi c i ents t- rati o Coeffi ci ents t- rati o

oo=

or=

Øz=

o3=

o4=

o5=

o6=

Ør=

og=

12=

0.23

0.048

0.046

0.043

0. 040

0.036

0.031

0,025

0.019

0.69

(1.14)

(0.47 )

(0.68 )

(1 .06 )

(1.78 )

(2 .60 )

(2.14)

(1.53)

(1.16 )

o9=
o1o =

oll =

Ørz =

013 =

014 =

ol5 =

016 =

-0 .01 5

-0.009

-0.005

-0.002

-0.005

-0.006

-0.005

-0 .003

(0. e6 )

(0.78 )

(0.4e )

( -0.21 )

( -0.33 )

( -0.37 )

( -0.38 )

(-0.38)

F = 6.81

The above estimated results show that the prediction of expected

provincÍal, municipa'|, and other bond's yields are clearly ìess accurate

than the estimated results provided by regressíng government of Canada

bond' s yi e'l ds, Fi rst of a'l ì , the former produces a I ow adi usted R-

square. Second, the t-ratios show that treasury bil I s yiel ds have

insignificnt influence after seven period (as indicated by the t-ratio

when tested at the 95 percent confidence level).
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APPENDIX I I I

F-Test

The F-Test, in essence, tests the signi ficance of the estjmated

partia'l regressíon coeffjcients. It can al so be used as a joint hypo-

thesís test. The F-Test postulates two hypotheses (nulì hypothesis and

alternative hypothesis). The nul'l hypothesis is a ioint hypothesis that

all coeffÍcients in a regression are jointly or simultaneousìy equal to

zero (i.e., Ho: R2 = 0); whereas the alternative hypothesis suggests

that all coefficients in a regression are not jointly or simultaneously

equa] to zero (i.e., Hl: R2 / 0). For the regression results, the

F-Test requires a certain degree of freedom (df) numerator and denominator.

In each case the df differs. The table below summarizes the F-test for the

five estimations (including accepting or reiectÍng the nulì hypothesis).

es S

i n sti tuti on s
H : R2=0 H :R2

o

Pension Pl an
Life Insurance Co.
Fire & Casualty Co.
Trust
Person

Busi

ortgage
Uni ncorp.

s

accept,
accept
accept
accept
accept

&M
s&
nes

HytDegree of
F reedom

l.)

crr tr ca I

Val ue
(ee%)

F.
Val ue

N

35.25
95
01
0?
44

7.
24.
3.
3.

rej ect
rej ect
rej ect
rej ect
rej ect

41
40
45
41
41

2
2
3
?

2

B9
80
48
89
89

9
0
5
9
9

1
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FOOTNOTES

Chap ter 0ne

The term structure of interest rates; Theory, Empirica'l evidence and

application by Ma'lkieì B.G. in Boorman J.T. and Havri'lesky T.M. [1]
pp.395.

Financial flow variab'les and the short-run determjnation of ìong-
term rates, J.P.E. L977, pP. 672.

The structural model used by Christofides, Helliwell and Lester
(1976) ís part of a more comp'lex model called RDX 2 (developed by

the Bank of Canada).

Chapter Two

2

3

4 The a1 gebra of bond yi eì ds and bond prices is cal cul ated as

fol I ows :

c
TI+RTP + n:rf . "' + 

"ft/ 
. r.+T*

(1)

where P is the market price of bonds, which is sinply the sum of the
present values of all tfre coupons (C) to be recejved as interest and

tne princípal amount to be received as interest and the principal
amount to be paid at maturitY;

C is the coupon or interest paid periodicalìy to the bondho'lder;
F is face vaiue of the bond, that is the principaì amount to be paid
at maturity;
R is tne -effective rate per period, which is referred to as the
bond' s yi el d to maturi ty; and
N is the number of years to maturity.

Therefore, according to equation (1), the market value of a bond is
determÍned by four factors.
For any given bond issued, the asking or bidding.pl^ice (P) of the
bond ii olserved. The coupon (C), the face val ue (F) and the .length
of time to maturity (N) áre givén. By solving equation (1)' the
annual yieìd (R) of the bond is derived (wjth the ajd of Bond

Tabl es) .

A simpìified rule of thumb for the calculation of bond yieìd to
maturity is approximateìy equaì to the average annual interest pay-
ment añ¿ cap'iïaì gain -return expressed as a percentage. of the
investor's average investment. Suppose investor A p-urchased a

twenty-year #100 
-bond at $85.50 and will receive $6 annual interest.

The alvdrage annual capital gain is equaì to $0.725. $14.50 (i00

85.50) Otvi¿e¿ by twenty. Thus the average annual over-all return
is $6.725 per bond. The average investment over the life of the
bond is apþroximated by averagiñg the current value $85-.00 qnd the
maturitV úálue $100 ($92.75). So, yield to average yearìy returns =

(6.7?5/92.75\ x 100 = 7.?5%. Thi s 7 .25% is not too far from the
correct yieìd of 7.40 percent obtained from bond tables.
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In thi s exampl e, if investors have funds to jnvest into these
securities, they wou'ld be nost like'ly to invest in two-year securi-
ties. lf the investor invests in a one-year security of 7% and
reinvests the proceeds in 8% issues next year, the average yield on

the investments is onìy 7 .5%. I,lhereas, by buying the two-year
securities, the investors would earn B%, regardless of the holding
period. Conversely, only 7% would be earned by holding one-year
securitíes to maturity.

When investors begín to invest in one specific issue, (say two-year
bonds), the price of the bonds would be bid up. The increase in
price cause the capi tal gai n ( I oss ) to decrease/i ncrease. The net
resul t i s, the return over the i nvestement perÍ od decl i nes as
calculated by the rule of thumb formula:

Return over
investment period

= Coupon payment + Capitaì gain (loss)
Purchase price

If investors have to sel I off short-term securities to purchase
'longer-term securíties, then the prices of short-term securities
fall (yields rise).

The forward one-year rate of interest (t+tFt) for next year
i s cal cul ated by thí s formul a:

6

7

F 2

t+aR, )N

t+1 ( 1+, )

N=FJ
Re

-1, as derived from equation (Zl.

the forward rate of one year securities for any future
be estimated from this equation:

1

In generaì ,
period can

t-t't- tF t

8

=If +t\-1)

See arti c'l es by Bu se ,
the Bibl iography.

N-1

9. Investment Fundamental s by l,l.C. Freund, l,lashington (1970), p. 51.

10. A study of Liquidity Premiums on
SecurÍties by Cagan, P., p. i3B.

Federal and Municipaì Government

11. Operation Twist: The basic obiective of the operation is to twist
the structure of i nterest rates i n order to I ower ì ong-term
rates. . . , at the same time rai si ng short-term rates. In thi s

operati on , ì ong-term government securi ti es are converted j nto
short-term government secunities. Thus it shortens the maturity
conposition of the debt.

1 (F.1)

A Van Horne, J . , and Wal ì ace, N li sted int
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1?. Conversion Loan: It is the reverse of Operatíon Twjst. Conversion
Loan converts all short-term government securjties intcj four cate-
gories of 'long-term government securjties into four categoríes of
long-term securities. However, one has to bear in mind that
monetary authority did not set out to raise 'long-term rates. The
operation was set out to'lengthen the average term to maturity of
the federal debt. Inci denta'l ly, it serves extremely wel ì for
researchers studying the term structure of interest rates.

Economists who have studied the effect of the Conversion Loan are
Barber, C.L., Christofides, L.N., Dobson, S'W., Lang, W.R., Rasche,
H.R., and Pesando, J.E.

13. The equation used in thís estimation is:
/2 16 a ,M

Lt = É+ /.ta + L 15T-1 *'Lt
i=1

This equation is also used by Phi'lìips and Pippenger.

14. Beta is a measure of uncertaínty based on:

ß
ln-

n
/-nm Cn 6-m, where Õ-nm is the correlation between

o-mZ

15.

one-period bond returns and return on the market portfo'lio.

0'-n is the standard deviation of one-period returns on a one-period
bond.

Õ-m is the standard devÍation of one-period returns on the market
portfo'l i o.

Efficient capital market: a review oi recent erpiricaì work by E.F.
Fama, J. of Finance, 1970, pp. 4I2.

Chapter Three

16. Thís modeì is quoted from B.M. Friedman [12], 1977, pp.663.

17. Friedman, M.8., Fínancíal Flow Variables and the Short-Run Determin-
ati on of Long-term I nterest Rates , J ournal of Pol i ti cal tconory'
1977, Vol. 85, No. 4, pp. 664.

18. Anderson (1965), deleeuw (1965
exampìes of the appìication of
fol io behaviour.

), and Goldfield (1966) are a few
the stock adjustment model to port-

19.

20.

B.M. Friedman [12], pp.665.

Ibid. pp. 665.



?1.

22.

23.

?4.

25.

26.

Ibid. pp.665.

Ibjd. pp. 668.

Ibid. pp. 669.

Ibid. pp.676.
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prl orl ,
o, pre-

Chapter Four

/)
The coeff jcient ( /ii.0it) is of
because 0i r, . kli i s of unknown si gn

sumabìy 'P¡U ( 0, kli, sjmilarìY,
i s assumed"-negative, then the sum

is rendered unambiguously positjve-

unknown si g,Q a

a.¡rd si nce f¡¡ >

/'v; ( 0, k/i.
of' coefficient ( It

If 0i
ki.oik T

?.7 .

For example, by the year-end of I979, the average-term to rnaturity
of government ót Canida marketable bonds he'ld by.the general. pubìic
was-10 years and one month (i0:1). Whereas the average-term to
maturity of total government outstanding marketable bonds was seven

years ind two months 0:2). Throughout thg history of government

inarketable bonds, the average-term to maturity of these bonds held
by the general puUtic has aìways been longer than the average-term
tó matur-ity of total government outstanding marketable bonds'

The object of this procedure is to generate a time-serious of end-

of-quaiter stocks and wealth. The Financial Flow Accounts only pro-
ãr.Ë year-end fínancial assets and liabilities and quarterly flows.
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